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Ifargo Audience Listens To Address^ 
By Local Member And Mr. K. L. 
Maitland
The Empress Theatre was well filled 
on Tuesday everting at a public mcct-i’
ing under the auspices of the Kelowna 
District Libcral-Conscryatiyc Asso­
ciation, called for the purpOLS.q o f  giy- 
■ ------  ’ 3, M. L. A., and Mr.ing Mr. J. W. Jones, U. .^'.;'  i 
R. L. Maitland, Prcsident;of the Pro 
vincial. Liberal-Conservative Associa­
tion, ail opportunity of addressing the
voters of Kelowna oh the leading poli
tical topics of the day. The chair was
taken by Mr. J^F. Burney P residen t^  
“ufothe Kel wna District Liberal-Conser­
vative Association, and with him _ on
the platform were Mr., Jones, Mr. 
t l a ............... ^Maitland, Mr. W. C. Renfrew and Mr 
Leslie Dilviorth. . /  .
‘ On calling the meeting to order, me 
chairman explained' the object for 
which it had been arranged, and ex­
pressed the hope that thd»policies ad­
vocated that evening by the speakers
on the platform would ^5  put into 
practical effect after the coming Pro­
vincial election. He then called,on Mr. 
J. W. Jones to address the gathering.
The Local 'Member 
The member for South Okanagan, 
who was received with applause,'_be-
gan his speech by, expressing his plea 
sure-at being able to address so large
an'audience in his. ho,me town, especi­
ally at this season of .the year \yhen 
every one connected with farming .op­
erations was exceptionally busy. It 
was a good sign, he thought, that so 
much interest was being taken in pub­
lic matters at the very beginning of 
the political skirmish. H e had attend­
ed the meeting recently addressed by 
several members of the Provincial^ E 
cutive and had been interested m hear- 
ing what they had, to say on questions 
of the day,' also to find out if they had 
any practical suggestions tô  offer an  
the way of reinedy for the existing de­
pression in agriculture. References 
had been made to himselLat that meet­
ing both by Dr. K. C. MacDonald, 
M. L. A., and the Minister of Public 
Works, which he Would answer. The 
burden of the caustic remarks appear­
ed to have been that he, Mr. Jones, 
had criticized the Provincial Govern­
ment too freely. However, he had yet 
to learn, after representing the South 
Okanagan constituency for seven years, 
that any Liberal would m eet him face 
to face and criticize any speech he had 
made or any criticism he had offered 
of the government’s actions. He had 
hoped that the member for North Ok­
anagan in his speech would make refr 
erence to any uncalled for criticism 
on his part, but he had listened in 
vain and that “unelected member for 
South Okanagan” had contepted pirn- 
self with a vague general statement. 
If he, Mr. Jones, had followed, the 
same course as the member for North 
Okanagan during the past, seven years, 
he would only have spoken in phe 
House three times, twice in a set f<^- 
mal speech, made out for him by the 
leaders of the Liberal Party and cov­
ering the statements made in the Add­
ress to the Throne, andi once on the 
problem of irrigation. On the latter 
occasion. Dr. MacDonald had spoken 
for the space of some five minutes and 
he had had to offer a contrary opin­
ion, at which opposition the member 
for North Okanagan had become con­
fused and had sat down. “This,” con­
tinued Mr. Jones, “is the only occas­
ion that your unelected representative 
has addressed the Prbvincial Legisla­
ture in your ,interests.'^ The member 
for ■ South Okanagan then 'proceeded 
to ask the audience who had elected 
Dr. MacDonald as the representative 
for this constituency, and suggested 
that it might have been the executive 
of the Kelowna Liberal Assocution.
' Continuing his address,. Mr, Jones 
remarked that he had 9ften been con­
gratulated by Liberals in his riding on 
the speeches he had made in the Leg­
islative Assembly. and throughout the 
long term during which he had rep­
resented the riding he had felt that 
he had the confidence of the electorate. 
He was quite willing to issue a chall­
enge to any one to meet him in open 
debate and prove that any of his criti­
cisms of the policy pursued at Victoria 
were uncalled for. ‘What are the du­
ties of a member of the Legislature? 
he asked, and then went bn to state 
that these duties involved the criticism 
of proposed legfislation both in com­
mittee and on the floor of the House. 
The government of the province had 
ruthlessly thrown millions of dollars 
to the .wind, immense sums of the-tax­
payers’ money had been squandered, 
and it was only fit and proper that a 
representative of the same taxpayers 
should give his views of such actions. 
He would not take up the time of the 
audience that evening by going into 
details of these reckless expenditures, 
but just touch on one or two points 
only.
The Depression In Agriculture
Referring to present conditions m 
the province, Mr. Jones then made 
the bold statement that the depression 
in agriculture was known not only to 
the residents of B. C. but to the gener. 
a t public both in America and Britain, 
^and that this was a fact which no one 
who loved this province could be v e ^  
proud of. The Provincial Government, 
he stated, could have controlled some 
of these conditions. However,, the 
great problems of increase of popula­
tion and of irrigation had been badly 
handled and in such a way as to cause 
excessive taxation without .cither an 





. NOW IN  FULL SWING
Kelowna Lavm Tcnnlo Club Courta 
Opened On May Day For 
Daily Play
Whole Question Of Organization And 
General Policy To Be Settled 
Next Week
May 1st was the official opening day 
of the Kelowna Lawn Tennis Club,
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦  STOP PRESS ♦
•8* S.OO p.in.
♦  RAILWAY COMMITTEE
•fr PASSES OKANAGAN ♦
♦  C. N. Ri BRANCHES ♦
4- . .. - --------  ■ -S'
♦  -OTTAWA, May 8.—Thq Britr 4
CONSERVATIVES ORGANIZE
IN VIEW  OF ELECTION
Officers Are Chosen, And Delegates
Appointed To Normnating 
Convention '
and a large crowd of members am
Vernon, B.C., May (5, 1924, 
Wc regret that we arc unable to 
make any definite announcement of the 
result of -anvass for greater tonnage 
hpr of n gotiations with Independent 
Shippers for control of‘ distribution. 
Repr 'ts from the different Lbcals 
show gains in almost every district but, 
with the data at hand, they cannot be 
reduced , to percentages. , .
The Advisory Committee will meet
___ _ __ t
their friends were ■^present to test the 
courts and partake of tea and refresh­
ments. The weither was idcal^and, in 
spite of an excessively dry sprmj?, the 
grounds were found to be in pplendid 
shape, although they had been in use 
three days a week since Marph |29th.
The members were pleased to sec so 
many friends from Okanagan Mission 
a^ d  to hear that the Mission Lawn 
Tennis Club is likely, to be a strong 
one this season. ]
From now, on, all five courts will be
'♦ ish Columbia branch linos of the •9* 
•fr Canadian National Railway were ♦  
♦, passctl by the Railway Committee ♦
♦  of the Commons today. T h e y *
♦  include the Kamloops-Kclowna ♦
♦  line and branches on Vancouver ♦
♦  Island.. , ‘®’
4. 4 ,4.4.4 .4 .4.4. 4 .  «  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦
•  I
on Thursdayj May 8th; the Directors 
12th; and the adjour-
Mil * iiM*
on Monday, May 
ned annual meeting of shareholders 
will be on \Vcdnesday, May 14th. At 
these meetings the whole question of
open for play every day in the week 
for the remainder of the season, ex-
BONODRSUST 
FOR APRIL




ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B.C.
LIM ITED. ■„
The result had been, as aji knew, an 
immense exodus to the'United States. 
Official statistics proved tha t during 
the past year some 2QO,OuO to 250,000 
people h^d gone to the States from 
Canada. It had cost large sums to 
bring new settlers into the Dominion 
and the situation was tl^erefore a ser­
ious one, and, one which disclosed the 
fact that something was wrong with 
the governm entof this country. Of 
this number of people who had left 
Canada 26,000 were residents of B. C., 
and this was a large loss, considering
cepting when dosed foi; occasional' re­
pairs and improvefiients. ,
Experiments arc being made in treat­
ing the surface of the courts with cal- 
ejum chloride, for, although to the 
general public the surface appears ex­
cellent, the critical members of the 
Executive consider that nothing short 
of perfection will do. Theiir policy is 
one of, prudent progress, and they hope 
shortly to be able tp improve the dres­
sing rpbm accommodation, which is 
inadequate in. view, of the large mem­
bership, if this can be done without in­
curring debt. ,) •
Eytyrything points to - an, even- bet­
ter season than last _year and applica­
tions for membership are still being 
constantly received,
Names Of Leading Pupils At Monthly 
Examinations In Order 
. Of Merit
On Friday evening, a very enthustas- 
tic meeting of the Kelowna District 
Liberal-Conservative Association was 
held in the Board of Trade Hall for 
the purpose of organizing for the com­
ing provincial efcetion. The chair was 
taken by Dr. J. Evans Wfightj who op­
ened the proceedings by making refer­
ence to the work done for the good o 
the Province and the Dominion by the 
Conservative Party in the b.ast and the 
necessity of thorough organization be­
fore the next political contest look 
place.
The . work of elpcting officers then 
took place and resulted as follows 
Honorary Presidents, Rt. Ho,n. Arthur 
Meighcn and Hon. W. J. Bowser, 
ICC.; Honorary 1st Vicc-Prgsidcnt,Mr.
UNION on, 





City Makes Important Transfer Of 
Tax Sale Property To Big  ̂ ' 
Concern
Mr. J. W. Jones Is Unanimous Chblco 
At Conservative Convention Held 
This Morning
Aid. Shepherd, who was confined to 
his residence with an attack of “flu”,
was the solo absentee from the r^ u la r 
fortnightly meeting of the City Cocoun­
cil on Monday night 
A pleasing piece of news was con­
tained in a Icttcr TCCcivcd from the Un­
ion Oil Co. of Canada. Ltd.^ intimating 
that they desired to take up at once the
o^tion hcld by them^upon Lots 8, 9^10,
J. A. MacKelvic, M.P.; Honorary 2nc 
Vice-President, Mr. J. _W. Jones,
JUNE 21st FORECASTED
' AS ELECTION DATE
that the pobulatiod of,the province;i& 
only 500,000 ‘ - ■approximately. The Pro­
vincial Government, as well as the fed­
eral authonties, should have ' studied 
the situation, but, he asked, had any 
one eVer heard of their doing so or of 
trying to effect any remedy ? Mr. Jones 
then quoted statements which appeared 
in several papers to the effect that the 
Minister of Agriculture , had stated 
that those who were not able to make 
a success, of farming and kindred op­
erations in B, C. had only themselves 
to blame.
The Prairie Fruit Market
Mr. Jones next touched on the mjar- 
ket for fruit, stating that the Okana­
gan had not yet been able to secure 
its proper market in the, Prairie pro­
vinces. Some 5,000 cars of fruit had to 
be shippeii Tbe three provii^ces of, 
Manitoba, Saskatchewain and Alberta 
had between them a population of ab­
out 2,000,000 but so little attention 
had been paid to this natural outlet 
for B. C. fruit by the government in 
office at Ottawa that large quantities 
oL United States ifu it entered there 
in open competition with pur own pro­
ducts. Stone fruits were shipped into 
the Prairie provinces from the country 
to the south, and in consequence large 
quantities pf the same varieties  ̂were 
left in oiif own province either to rot 
in the orchards or to be carted to the 
nuisance grdurtd. He wished to bring 
this fact home to the audience, and 
also that of the difficulties^ the berry 
growers On the Lower Mainland and 
Vancouver Island experienced in try­
ing to secure a market on the prairie, 
because he had introduced a resolution 
in the Legislature asking that' body to 
approve a change in the Customs Act 
bnd to petition Ottawa that such 
change be made. This amendment to 
the Custonis Act would have placed 
the power of dealing with Irpit enter­
ing from the United States into Canada 
in the hands of the Minister of Cus­
tonis, who could have acted quickly as 
occasion might necessitate, instead of 
it being necessary to have an Order- 
in-Council passed, which was a slow 
and uncertain process, the present Lib- 
eraL Cabinet being composed of men 
of greatly differing tariff views, some 
of them being Free Traders. His reso­
lution had been debated in the House 
and, although it was worded in identi­
cally the same , language as similar
VANCOUVER, May 8.—With Hon. 
Dr. W. H. 'Sutherland in the city to­
day preparing to leave for Victoria to­
night, and Hon. A. M. Manson due in 
the capital this morning, having gone 
home by way of Seattle, Premier Oli-r 
ver will hive the advice of all his cab­
inet members today as to what is the 
most suitable election date.
Hon. ; Dr. Sutherland has already 
been in communication with the Pre~ 
mier by telephone, and his statement 
was that, ais far as he .was concerned; 
“the election could be called tomor­
row.” The Hon. Mr. .Manson is s_ai4: 
toehold similar views, so that, barring 
physical impossibilities which would 
prevent them gettin;g ready .in ' time, 
the Government is expected tb'eaU the 
elections for June 21st, as previously 
predicted. Rumours still persist that 
there iŝ  to be a reorganization of the 
Cabinet after the elections, in the case 
of a Liberal victory at the polls.
CRAIG'S ATTITUDE MAY
" HAVE SERIOUS RESULTS
DUBLIN, May 8.—Sir James Craig, 
Premier of Ulster, may have automati­
cally and .unwittingly ended the par­
tition of Ireland by his refusal to carry 
out the clause of the Anglo-Irish trea­
ty providing for appointment of three 
commissioners to delimit the boundar­
ies of Ulster in the_event of; Ulster tak­
ing advantage of its right to vote it­
self out of the Irish Free State and to 
remain part of the United Kingdom.
The subjoined lists give the'names of 
the leading scholar^ in the different 
classes of the Public School as disclos­
ed by the examinations held at the end 
of April. Div. I, Entrance, Principal 
C. W. Lees’ class,'won the attendance; 
shield with a 94 per cent total. No 
standing is included for Diy. VII, as 
bad attendance made ranking impos­
sible. '
Div. I,' Grade 8.—Principal C. W. 
Leesi 1, Olive Brown; 2, Ruth Stuart; 
3, Isqbel Stewart; 4, Nellie Dore; 5, 
M^ry Saunders. • '
Div. II. Grade 8.—Mr. A. G. Smith. 
1, Erica Seeley; 2, Roy Hunt; 3, Jose­
phine Armstrong; 4, Dorothy Thomas; 
5, Stella Lupton.
• Grade 7.—1, Gi;eta Sanders; 2, Nor­
ma Hood; 3, Kenneth Perkins; 4, Rob­
ert Gore; S, Harry Weatherill.
Diy. III . Grade 7.—Miss M. Wil­
liams. l,;Ruth Wilson; 2, Bfessie Haw­
es; 3, Jessie Hardy; 4, Barbara Clif­
ford; 5, Orma Cooke.
, Div. IV. Grade 6.-—Miss M. P. Fal­
lows. 1, Herbert Aitken; 2, Mildred 
Lloyd-Jones; 3, Bob Taggart; 4; Edna 
jpunn; 5, Nellie Ryder and Ned Wright 
equal. ■
Diy. V. Grade 6.—Mrs. Asher. 1, 
Violet Flack; 2, Melvin Young; 3, Hil­
da Andrews; 4, Violet White; 5, May 
Cather.
Div, VI; Grade 5.—Miss K. Fuller­
ton. 1; Marjorie Jolley; 2, Jean Mar­
shall; 3, Thelma Peat; 4, Rena Ryan; 
5, Lois Lovell. >
Div. V III.—Miss A. J. Perry. Senior 
Fourth.—I; Margaret .Aitken; 2, Mar- 
aret Patterson; 3, Paul Gore; 4, Norah 
ehsbn; 5, Yvonne Moisson. ,
Junior Fourth.—1, Lena Tioli; 2, 
June Davidswi; 3, Inez Gripman: 4, 
Rolf Mathie; 5, Dorothy Taggart.
Div. IX. Grade 3, Part 2.—Miss M. 
I. Renwick. . 1, Marjorie Pearcey; 2, 
Jean Harvey; 3, Pauline SteW ar^4, 
Donald Martin; 5, Russel Sloa 
Div.. X. Grade 3;—Miss Dav-
1, Hilda Lucas; 2, J,afck Butt; 3,
M,L.A.; President, Mr. J. F. .Burne, 1st 
Vice-Presideiit. Mr. W. C. Renfrew; 
2nd Vice-President, Mr. Leslie Dil- 
worth; Sec.-'l?reas., Mr. T. G. Nofris; 
Executive: Kelowna City, Messrs. A. I. 
Dkwson, D. Lloyd-Jones, J. V. Ablctt, 
J. A. Bigger, J. B. Spurrier, J. Gal­
braith, G. Kennedy, J. A. Shier, E. C. 
Weddell, E. W. Wilkinson, G.H. Kerr 
R. F. Morrison, C. E. Campbell am 
Dr. J. E. Wright; Benvoulin, Messrs. 
J. C. Taylor, R. S. Hall and W.' G. 
Chamberlain; Rutland and the Belgo, 
'Mrs. J. Wallace and Messrs. E. Mug- 
ford, J. W, Anderson, E .. M. Carru- 
thers and C. H. Bond; Glenmore, 
Messrs. J. N. Cushing, , A. R. Drys- 
dale, and Geary; Okanagan Mission, 
Messrs. 'H. McDonald, E. A, Barneby 
and W. D. Walker; East- Kelowna, 
Messfs. Gi R. Reid, H. ' C, S. Collett 
and H. S. Atkinson; Joe Rich, Messrs. 
J. H. Baillie and Cyril Weddell. The 
3rd Honorary Vice-President and the 
3rd VicerPresident will be chosen by 
the ladies bf the Kelowna District Lib­
eral-Conservative Association at a later 
date.
Mr. J. F, Bume was nominated, as 
president by Mr, E. M. Garruthers, 
■who spoke-at length on Mr, Burne’s 
services both to the Party and to the 






WELLAND, Ont., May 8.—Con­
fessing that he alone committed the 
crime, William Albert Camfield was 
langed in Welland Jail at 5.27 this 
morjiing for the murder of Albert 
Morningstar, a wealthy bachelor far­
mer. Camfield knocked the man un­
conscious with a shovel on Christmas 
Day, later robbing hiŝ  victim and en­
deavouring to coyer his crime by set­
ting fire to the house, which was com­
pletely destroyed and his victim burned 
almost beyond recognition.
ROME WARMLY WELCOMES
VICTIM OF TH E SOVIET
ROME, May 8.—The arrival in 
Rome today of Archbishop Zepliak, 
reso^Iutions passed by fruit, and berry head of the Roman Catholic Church
growers at more than one convention 
and meeting, it had been defeated by 
a strict party vote of 25 to 14. Mr. 
Jones then read out the names of the 
member^ of the Legislature who had 
voted for and against the_ resolution 
and asked his audience if it was any 
wonder that he had at times been caus­
tic in his criticisms^ of the present ad­
ministration at Victoria. The same 
resolution, he stated, had .been passed 
subsequently at a convention of fruit 
growers and the voting in its favour had 
been unanimous with .the exception of 
the Minister of Agriculture and the 
member for North Okanagan. These 
facts, he thought, showed lack of sym­
pathy on the part of the Liberal gov­
ernment for the difficulties t̂he  ̂ fruit 
growers in B. C. were experiencing.
. Mr. Jones then spoke of the large 
quantities of food stuffs which are im­
ported into B. C., stating that the quan­
tity'last year had a value of $17,000,- 
000, which was simply so much mloney 
withdrawn from the province for sup-
Elies which could have been produced ere. There was something radically 
wrong, he thought, when B. C. only 
produced 'enough food to' supply its 
inhabitants for some seven or" eight 
months of the year. Mr. Barrow,^when 
interviewed, had declared himself 
against “paternalism,” making the re­
mark that many on the land were 
“misfits and theorists” and that “it was 
a pity that there was no law. to deport 
them.” He, Mr. Jones, wished'that the 
Minister of Agriculture would visit the 
Okanagan oftencr and that when he 
was Tiere he would not spend his time 
at the golf Jinks in company with 
members of the Liberal Association.
in rates and taxes for water purposes. (Continued from page 4)
in Russia, recently released from im­
prisonment by the Soviet authorities, 
was marked by remarkable ceremony. 
For the first time in history, it is be­
lieved, the 'Papal Secretary of State 
went to the railway station to greet a 
prelate of this ranking.
SERIOUS SITUATION
EXISTS IN  THE RUHR
BERLIN, May 8.—The situation in 
the Ruhr Valley, where 300̂ 000 miners 
are btit because of their refusal to meet 
the demand of owners for addition of 
an hour to the working day, is admit­
tedly serious. Government circles are 
evidently much concerfned, and the 
hasty departure for Ruhr l^st night of 
Labour Minister Braunt to make a 
personal effort to settle the strike em­
phasizes the gravity of conditions.
DENIED A LICENCE,
SHOW  MOVES ELSEW HERE
Objections Prevail Against Perform­
ance Here By ‘̂All-Canadian 
Shows”
After remaining in town for about 
ten days, the personnel .of the Conklin 
& Garrett show organization, travell­
ing in -Canada as the “All-Canadian 
Shows,” left on Saturday for Kam­
loops, where they are exhibiting this 
week, going from there to 'Vernon 
next week and  ̂later to Revelstoke, be­
fore taking in the prairie circuit. This 
is the same concern that performed at 
the Fall Fair here last year, operating 
a Ferris wheel, merry-go-round and 
various side-slfows. The season being
(Contiaued on  P age 8)
loyamagi; 5,•Frank Baldock; 4, Es'aq 
Verna Antoinette. .
Div.' XL Grade 2y^Miss L. Lloyd- 
Jones. i, Billy Shugg; 2, Becky Gore; 
3, Doris Peat; 4j/Douglas Rothwell; 5, 
Barbara, Craig./
Div. XII. Junior Second.—̂Miss M. 
Harvey. 1, Suey Hoy;-2, Jennie Andi- 
son; 3, Elma Downey; 4, Mary Watt; 
5, Jim Browne.
Div. X III. Grade 1.—Miss M. Beav- 
is. 1, Lionel Baldock; 2, Edith Lock; 
3, York Chow; 4, Lloyd McClure; 5, 
Stanley Davis.
Div. XIV. First Grade.— Miss M. 
Wood. 1, Allan McKenzie; 2, Barbara 
Meikle; 3, Florence Aberdeen; 4, Allan 
Stuart; 5, Cecil Moorie.
and 12, Flan 1303, at the 1 specified 
price of $2,500, . This is one of the 
largest sales of tax sale property yet 
made by the City, and in order to 
clinch the deal and convey the lots 
By-Law No. 387, which had been'p 
pared in ixadincss; was given thi 
readings. ' 
i It is understood the Company wil 
build Ulpon the site at an early date 
and if their oil depot here is construct 
ed on the same attractive lines ̂ as 
elsewhere it will constUute a distinct 
improvement to that tiuartcr of the 
town. ■ -
The Penticton Saw Mill Co. made 
enquiry as to the possibility of pur­
chasing some discarded fire hoise, an( 
the letter was turned over to the Fire 
Brigade for report.
A report was received from Messrs 
Burne & 'Weddell, City Solicitors, ap­
proving of the form of By-Law No. 
382, for the collection and disposal of 
g a r b a g e . ' ' '
• Another letter from thei legal* firm 
informed the Council.that,a further de­
cision had been rendered in the matter 
of the liability of cities for defective 
sidewalks, confirming the judgments 
given out in previous cases that, under 
the general municipal statutory law of 
British Columbia, a municipality is not 
liable in damages for merely failing to 
keep its sidewalks in repair. The latest 
case was that of ScotJ: vs. the City of 
anaimo, heard by , the Appeal; Court 
of B.C. on March 4th. The injury to
to that gentleman, Dr. J. E. Wright 
^voiced the sentiments of the meeting
m echoing Mr. Carruthers’ remarks 
and also alluded to the satisfaction felt 
as to the selection of officers made.. 
The following w;ere then chosen to 
act as delegates to the nominating con­
vention of the Conservatiye Party for 
the: South Okanagan constituency 
which was held this morning at the 
Board of Trade Hall: Keld-wna, Miss 
S. E, Maelntyre, Mrs. W. Lloyd-Jones, 
Mrs. Packham, Dr. J. E. _Wright and 
'Messrs. L, Holman,, J. Biggerj^T..G.. 
Norris, G. ;H. Kerr, M, Jenkins, J. F. 
Burhe and F. L. Shaw, alternates, 
Messrs. H. W. Arbuckle, C. E. Camp­
bell, J. V, Ablett, P, Blackey and E'. 
'W. 'Wilkinson; Glenmore, Mr. J. N, 
Cushing and Mr. Geary; Bear Creek, 
Mr. H. Verity; East Kelowna, Messrs. 
H. C. S. Collett and H. S. Atkinson; 
Okanagan Mission, Messrs. W. D, 
Walker and W. C, Renfrew; Rutland 
and Belgo, Mrs. J. Wallace, Messrs. J. 
W. Anderson and C. H. Bond, alter­
nate, Mr. E. M. Carruthers; Benvoul­
in, Messrs! R. S. Hall and J. C. Ta^jlor, 
alternate, Mr. W. G. Chamberlain; 
Ellison, Ur. C. W. Dickson and Mr. F. 
Bell; Joe Rich, Mr. J. H. Baillie, alter­
nate, Mr. Cyril Weddell.
the plaintiff was ciaused by strikihg her 
foot against a block of cement, part of
SECRETARY WILBUR
STIRS BRITISH PRESS
GYROS CARRY OUT 
SPECTACULAR ADVERTISING
Bandits And Ouards Engage In 
“Battle” For Treasure
The Gyros believe in advertising and 
therefore they use every possible med­
ium. They are liberal with the em- 
pioym'ent of printer’s ink, but it does 
not suffice them; they have faith in the 
value of what is spectacular and hovel, 
hence the means they adopted on Sat­
urday to advertise thoir “Whirl,” which 
is being held this afternoon and toniglit 
in the Scout Hall.
A motor truck carrying a number o*f 
guards, #armed with fire-arms of var­
ious sizes and degrees of efficiency 
and uniformed in a manner not strict­
ly in accordance with the Dress Regu­
lations for the Arrhy, met the s.s. “Si- 
camous” upon her arrival from the 
north, and took delivery of a treasure 
chest of imposing appearance. Osten­
tatiously labelled “$1,000,000,” the 
treasure was convoyed with a great 
display of weapons by the escort to the 
Bank of Montreal. Difficulty being ex­
perienced in gaining admission to the 
building, the whole personnel of the 
escort left the truck to assist their 
leader. For the nonce the che.st was 
unguarded' and hawklike a bandit car, 
which had been cruising round the 
town for some time, swooped down 
upon its prey, the robbers seized the 
chest and away they went with it. The 
escort followed in pursuit with levell­
ed weapons and much popping of fire­
crackers to represent gunfire,' which 
the bandits returned in kind. After a 
prolonged chase round the principal 
streets, the bandits were overhauled 
and captured and, as part of their pun­
ishment, were forced to carry the re­
covered ♦reqsurc into the bank. '
During the evening, some of the 
Gyros used another “stunt” effectively 
by . disguising themselves in various 
ways and singing on the streets and in
LONDON, May 8.—U. S. Secretary 
of the Navy Wilbur’s statement that 
he wants to make the United States 
Navy most powerful “has rather a 
sinister signiticance,” conimented the 
Daily News ^oday., Secretary Wilbur’s 
proposed programme of increasing the 
American navy along unrestricted lines 
is attracting widespread attention in 
the British press.
U. S. CONGRESS RESENTS
CONCESSIONS t 6  JAPAN
WASHINGTON, May 8.—Con­
gressional resentment . oyer postpone­
ment of Japanese exclusion until Mar. 
1, 1925; flared up in both houses this 
afternoon. It was revealed for the first 
time that not only has a concession 
been made to Japan in the way of a 
time extension but also that from July 
1st of this year until March 1, 1925, 
Japan has been placed on a quota 
basis like any other nation. The reve­
lation caused a small sensation, for 
never beforje in history has Japan been 




LOS ANGELES, May 8.—Wrest­
ing a gun from the hand of a highway­
man who attempted to rob him, C. 
Roth, Los Angeles automobile dealer, 
sent a bullet through the neck of Earl 
Tabor, 23. Tabor and his wife Annie 
are being held by the police. Accord­
ing to the officers who made the ar­
rests, Tabor's wife had waited in an 
automobile nearby at the time of the 
shooting. When the police arrived she 
was frantically trying to get her 
wounded husband into the car.
most of the stores. “Ikey ikenstejn” 
also distinguished himself by making 
several brilliant orations descriptive 
of the entertainment to be provided 
this evening at the Scout Hall,'ayhilc 
the cupidity of the populace was arous­
ed by a display of part of the $1,000,- 
000 worth -of “greenbacks,” scattered 
in careless profusion in the window; of 
McMillan & Owen, Ltd.
a sidewalk in the municipality, 'Which 
had been heaved by up the,, foot of a 
tree growing hear the sidewalk. It 'was 
brought out in evidence that the side- 
•vfalkhad been constructed about twelve 
years ago and in accordance with good 
engineering practice, ;which was. the 
reason why the municipality^ escaped 
liability, as if the walk had been con­
structed, in a faulty manner in the first 
instance, the municipality would have 
been liable • for any accidents caused 
thereby.; ■ t
A circular was received from the XJu'̂  
ion of B.C. Municipalities, announcing 
that the annual convention of the Un­
ion would be held at Penticton upon a 
date not yet definitely fixed but prob­
ably during September, asking that any 
resolutions to come before the conven­
tion be sent in as early a_s possible and 
requesting pa yment of the annual sub­
scription of $o0.
It was agreed to pay the fee 
By resolution, Mr. E. Fowler was 
appointed lineman in place of Mr. C. 
J. L. Lawrence, resigned,; a t , a salary 
of $150 per month, commencing May
Aid. Latta brought up the need 
driving piles to provide, protection 
the intake pipe of the civic water sys­
tem against damage by vessels, scows 
and log booms.
Superintendent Bl^keborough endor­
sed the necessity of some form of pro. 
tection for the intake, which had been 
in danger of damage upon several oc­
casions recently where located in shal­
low water. ‘ /,
The Mayor suggested that some tem­
porary safeguard be installed until such 
time as the services of a pile-driver 
can be secured, and Mr. Blakeborough 
said he. would endeavour to work out 
some feasible method.
The City wharf was the subject, of 
some discussion following upon mention 
of the fact that ,Mr. Dobbin, of 'West- 
bank, had experienced difficulty in 
getting a place to land timber from his 
mill, and that there was a lack of facil. 
ities for wharfage for launches and 
joats owned by settlers along the lake 
frontage.
The Mayor pointed out that the civic 
wharf had been in e:listence for some 
sixteen years but had not been utilized 
yy the public to any extent. Its deck­
ing was now' in bad condition and 
would require wholesale renewal to be 
fit for public use, but he did not con­
sider that the extent of the latter was 
large enough to justify the City in ex­
pending a large sum of money in rc- 
plankthg. He advised that, if Mr. Dob- 
jin wished to use the City wharf, he 
>e given permission, but only on the 
clear understanding that he would do 
so on his own risk and that he would 
lave to carry out any necessary re­
pairs at his own expense.
Aid. Latta said he had ascertained 
that a quantity of cream from the 
Westbank district was going to a 
creamery a t . Penticton instead of the 
! iCelowna . Creamjery, and it would be 
desirable to havei facilities for wharf­
age for boats with a view to encoum 
trading with Kelowna.
’ The Mayor reported that a petition 
with 231 signatures hjd been submit­
ted to the Council in opposition to a 
permit being granted to an amusement 
company terming themselves, “The 
All-Canadian Shows,” to operate here 
during the current week, but the mat­
ter had already been dealt with in com­
mittee of the whole prior to receipt of
A convention of the South Okanagan 
Libcral-Conacrvativc Association was 
held this morning in the Board of Tratjle 
Hall, Kelowna, at which the following 
delegates were present:'•Bear Crcick» 
Mr. H. H. ■ycrity; Benvoulin; Messrs*
R. S. Hall and J. C, Taylor; EUst Ke­
lowna', Messrs. H. C. S, Collett and H,
S. Atkinson; Elli.son; Dr. E. W: Dickr. 
son and Mr. F. Bell; Glcnmorci Messrs* 
"W. Geary and J. N. Cushing; Joe 
Rich, Mr. J; H. Baillie; Kelowna. Mrd. 
W, Lloyd-Jones, Mrs. C. J. Packhahl; 
Miss S. E. McIntyre and Messrs. R.
F. Morrison, L. Holman, Jj  ̂A. Bigger,,
Ihaw*T. G. Norris* M. Jenkins, F. L,
J. F. Burne, E. W. Wilkinson, C. E. 
Campbell; Okanagan Centre, Mr. J. L. 
Lome; Pcachland, Dr, Buchanan, Mr. 
A, E. Henderson; Reid’s Landing, Mr,
G. C. Browse; Rutland, Mrs. J. Wal­
lace, Messrs. J. W. Anderson and C.
H. Anderson; South Kelowna, Messrs. 
W. D. Walker and W. C. Renfrew; 
Winfield, Messrs. E. C. Shanks and 
M. P. Williams; Summerland, W est 
Sumhicrland and Mincola, Messrs. C*
H. Tait, G. ,H* Doherty, J. R. Doherty, 
R. S. Jackson, A. E. Rose, K. M. El­
liott, Dr. Graham, Mrs. B. W* Adder-; 
son and Miiss D. Cooper; Naramata, 
Messrs. J. A. Noyes and F. C. Man­
chester. ' V
, The chair was taken by Mr. J. F. 
Buriic and Mr. E. C. Weddell acted aa 
secretary, and after the minutes of thî  
last rnccting had been read and adopt­
ed and other formalities complied with, 
a committee was. appointed, to revise
the cbnstittition of the organization.
' The election of officers ior<the com
ing year was next proceeded with and : 
resulted in the following being chos­
en: Hon. Presidents, Hon, Arthur
Meighen and Hon. W. J. Bowser, K* 
C.; President, Mr, A, B. Elliott, of 
West 'Summerland; 'Vice-President* 
Mr. H. Cr S. Collett, of East Kelowna; 
Secretary, Mri E. C. 'Weddell, of Kel­
owna; Treasurer, Dr. W. Buchanan, ' 
of Peachland;' Committee of two mem- 
beris from each Polling Division: Ok­
anagan' Centre, Messrs. N. H. Caesar : 
and J. Goldie; Kelowna, Mrs. C. J. 
Packham and Mr. R. F. Morrison; El- ; 
lisoii;' Dr. C, W. Dickson and Mr. W1 
R. Potts; Nafamata, Messrs. ,F. C. ; 
Manchester and J. A. Noyes; East; 
Kelowna, Messrs. H. S. Atkinson and ’ 
C. R. Rejd; South Kelowfna, Messrs; 
H. MacDonald and W. D. Walker; 
West Summerland, Messrs. K. M. E l­
liott (and A. E. Rose; Summerland, : 
Mrs. F. ,W. Anderson and Miss H , 
Cooper; Mincola, Mr. J. H. Doherty 
*and Dr. Graham; Pcachland, Messrs; 
H, Miller and A. E. Henderson; Win­
field, Messrs. E. C. Shanks and M. P* 
Williams; Westbank, Mr. W. B. Gore 
and Capt. Pritchard; Glenmore. Mes­
srs. W. K. Todd and S. E. Atkin; Joe 
Rich, Messr^. J. H. Baillie and C. G. 
Clement; Benvoiilin/ Messrs. R. S. 
Hall and/J. C. Taylor.
Mr. J. W. Jones was then nominated 
as .candidate for the riding by Mr. K. 
M. Elliott, of West Summerland, sec­
onded by Dr. Dickson, of Ellison, and 
the nomination was made unanimous. 
Mr. Jones made a short speech of 
thanks and appreciation for the hon­
our conferred on him, which was re­
ceived with, much applause. The pro­
ceedings, which were open to the 
press, then terminated.
It is not necessary to give any biO'- 
graphical sketch of the sitting mem­
ber, as he is widely known throughout 
the constituency, which he has repre­
sented since the general election of 
1916. Mr. Jones has been a rerident of 
Kelowna for the past seventeen years 
and enjoys the respect and friendship 
alike of political supporters and op­
ponents.
PREM IER I^N G  TO TESTIFY
IN HOME BANK INQUIRY
OTTAWA, May 8.—Premier Mac­
kenzie King will appear before the 
Home Bank Commission tomorrow 
morning to tell of efforts made by the 
government to save the bank before 
the collapse of the institution.
SOLDIERS GUARD PRISON
W HERE MEN W ILL D IE
AMITE, La., May 8.—Guardsmen 
patrol the vicinity of the Parish prison, 
where six men, condemned to die to­
morrow for the murder of Dallas Cal- 
mes at Independence three years ago, 
are held. Ropes enclosing? the jail were 
fixed at sundown last night as a dead 
line.!
FRENCH A^JD TURKS
ARE FIGHTING IN  SYRIA
PARIS, May 8.—Fightinfr between 
endarmes^and Turkish brigades on 
_iyrian territory along the Syrian fron­
tier, in which there were fifteen' French 
casualties, was admitted by the_ For­
eign Office th,‘s afternoon. Also it was 
admitted that the Turks have concen­
trated troops along the frontier./
The French High , Commission for 
French mandate territory In Syria and 
General Weygand conferred with 
Premier Poincare last night regarding 
the situation. Railway service on the 
Aleppo-Angora riailway has been sus­
pended. ■ __ _
'('-V
I S
__ ___  ___  . . regular session of the Council on that
the petition, when it was decided not date, so as to ( '̂vc final pas.sage of the
to grant a licence to the. concern. j By-Law disposing of tax sale property 
Instead of meeting in committee rteXt I to the Union Oil. Co. of Canada, and 
Monday night, it was decided to hold a ! the meeting thereafter adjourned.
. i
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THE KELOWNA COURIER AND "OKANAQAN ORCHARDI8T
Troop First I Self L a s t !
Edited by “Pioneer."
FROM $ 1 2 .5 0  UP
Ingcrsoll Watches ....C.:... 92.00 ' Baby Ben Luminous at .... $4.50
Pocket Ben Watches at ....>92.00 Iron Clad Alarm at ........  93.50
Big Ben Alarm at .......... . $6.00 Black Bird Luminous a t .... 93.25
, , America Alarm at ..........  92.0^
A L L  O F T H E  A B O V E  L IN E S G U A R A N T E E D .
Get yours now.
PETTIGREW
JEW ELLER arid DIAMOND MERCHANT
Gominercial Orchards, Ltd.
. GROWERS, SHIPPERS & PACKERS
We are prepared to undertake, tlie 
management of a few^good commercial 
orchards near̂  Kelowna. '
Write for interview:—■ r
P. O. BOX No. 593 ; PHONE 200
“  ORCHARDS MADE TO PAY ”
24-tfc
1st Kelovma Troop
May 6th, 1924, 
Orders by Command for week end­
ing May'15th, 1924:
Orderly Patrol for week. Cougars; 
ncx,t for duty, Beavers.
Rallies; tIIic Troop will rally; at the 
I Scout Hall on Friday, the 9th instant, 
land on Monday, the 12th inst; at 7.15 
I p.m. Additional practices w ill, be ar- 
I ranged for some of the items: in Con­
nection witli the forthcoming  ̂Enter­
tainment, of which special notice wil 
be given. ,
We .ire much indebted to Miss Coii- 
brough. Brown OwL of the Brownies, 
[for making us.a fhodel elephant’s head 
[which we hope to use in a tournament 
between riders, mounted upon these an­
imals as well as giving small children 
I rides upon them some time during the 
Entertainment at the rate of a liickcl 
a ride.
We also wish' to ostpress our very 
best thunks to Dr. B. F. Boyce for his 
extremely kind offer to donate a camp 
I site to the Troop just the other side of 
Manhattan. The lot is the one to which 
I whdt is popularly known as thc '“Stjgar 
Refinery", wharf abuts, and while it, 
of cour.se, is too near town for the 
Troop's summer camp, yet it will be a 
most, useful place for week-end campi- 
ing at which it tnight be desired to pass 
cooking and swimming tests, etc., and 
also for camps of Cubs and others who 
might not be able to get away for the 
bigger camp.
The prize for our Entcrtainmjint tic 
ket selling this year will be given to 
the Patrol whose’ members sell the 
most instead of to the individuals. >,The 
winning Patrol can then make its own 
decision as to how the prizes will be 
divided-^ongst its own members.
T(lic warm wc.1thcr of last wee 
brought out the blossoms and the, difi- 
trict is Certainly looking lovely jn its 
spring dress. Growers arc feeling 
little anxious: about the ravages
WnSON LANDING
A N D  W E S T 8ID E
THURSDAY, MAY 8tU, 1924.
Captain and Mrs. F. James spent 
Frid.ay last visiting at Cotvalc Ranch
Jack Frost, but we hope our fears ■̂ i 
' ■ ■ *dprove to be unfoundc ^ ■ * * *
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Crcsswcll am 
family have returned from their visit 
to the Old Coufitry and arc being hear­
tily welcomed after their long ah:
Mr. W.,Brent has completed his log 
ging operations on the Powell place, 
and on Saturday last Mr. and Mrs, 
Brent and the Messrs. Holding return 
cd to Whiteman’s Creek.
scncc.
Your correspondent must needs a-
{lologisc for 'many omissions during the ast week or two, among them the re­
port of the tea and, “shower” given by 
Mrs. Wi Petrie in honour of Mifls 
Bessie Duggan. A large number o ' 
Miss Duggan’s friends gathered and at 
a signal little May Petrie, daintily 
dressed in violet and White, drew' in a 
gaily decorated wagon filled with gifts 
which showed in a very practical w.ay
the love and esteem in whicl^ the pros- 
is held by young ana oilpective bride , .
A delightful hour was spent examin­
ing the many beautiful presents, am 
the bride-elect was, dbowered withgoot 
wishes for a long and happy life.




YOUR ORDERS WILL BE APPRECIATED A N D  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION '
W m . HAUG SO N
Dealers in Masons* Supplies andiCoal 
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
MAY 8th to MAY 15th
— IS
C O N G O L E U M - W E E K
IN CANADA
DURING THIS WEEK SPECIAL PRICES ARE GIVEN
W E HAVE IN STOCK ALL SIZES AND PATTERNS.
KELOWNA FURNITURE COMPANY
down to real work under^ Royer
Keown, and Mr. Davis is: taking the 
Troop songs in hand. Mr- Borthwick 
has also very kindly consented to train 
the Orchestra, and with more music 
and a shorter programme we hope to 
keep our Entertainment up to the same 
standard of other years. .
Recent tests passed have been Kim’s 
ganie by Scouts J. Peat.and F. Cullin 
on April 29th, aiid by Scouts L. Wil­
liams, A. Graham, H. Canilibiell and R, 
Taggart on April 30th; also the tests 
for the Bee-Keeper's Badge by 2nd 
Edwin Harvey on the 1st inst., - before 
•Mr. J. E. Britton. As this is the first 
time this latter badge has been won by 
a member of the Troop, we thought it 
might be .- interesting to give the re­
quirements, which are, that a Scout 
must have a knowledge gained in prac­
tice of swarming,. hiving, hives and 
I general apiculture, Including 'a  know- 
I ledge of the use of artificial cones, etc.
I With regard to tests, we again urge 
that everything will not be left until 
the last two weeks before the Enter­
tainment.
' The Oyama .Tropp have twenty 
Scouts and hold seventy-one Proficien­
cy Badges, of which forty-one were 
I presented th^ other everiing as repor­
ted in, last week’s Column, and all of 
these, forty-one badges consisted of 




DIMENSIONS—all sizes. ‘ SHINGLES, No. 1 and 2.
DRY SHIPLAP—in Pine or Fir.
COAST FINISHING MATERIAL—Best Quality. 
SASH, DOORS and WINDOW S 
Let us figure on your requirements. Satisfaction guaranteed.
PROMPT DELIVERY Liberal Discounts for Cash.




Pacific Milk has a large 
sale in England. This is grat­
ifying from a business stand­
point, of course. But from an­
other of view it is good. The 
English are particular about 
the things they use and if 
they buy your product it is a 
sign they think it’s good, and 
that opinion, is worth some­
thing.
COX’S EMPORIUM
B i g  S a l e
—  of —
ALUMINUM WARE
Don’t Miss This Sale 
W ONDERFUL BARGAINS;
See Our Window Display.
The monthly meeting of the B. C. F. 
G. A. will be held in the school room 
on Friday evening, a t 8, p.m. All those 
interested will be glad to hear that Mr. 
R. C. Palmer, of Summerland Experi­
mental'Farm, will give an address bn 
"Apple Storage.", Some local matters 
will also be discussed. Growers, roll 
up in goodly numbers and hear some 
thi%g to your advantage arid if there is 
to be any discussion on local matters 
give your vieNvs an airing inside the 
School instead of. outside. If the B 
C. F. G. A. is to accomplish any use­
ful purpose, it can only be done with 
the hearty co-bperation of all concer­
ned.
Mr. Edwards has a small band o 
men at work searching, for the Codling 
Moth, and so far only withered re­
mains have been discovered, so we 
have much to be thankful for and i:' 
the research work continues with the 
same success, we shall all sing with 
joy, “Oh| listen to the band! Say, 
don’t you think it grand?”
Mr. and Mrs. Foot have returned 
from California after spending many 
months there. They, like many others, 
have bcen-badly disenchanted with the 
much boosted Californian conditions 
and climate.
Mr. Elmore and his son have also 
returned after mariy months’ absence 
in the southern portions of Galiforriia 
on the border of Mexico. They all, 
like thd swallows, homeward fly soon­
er or later. '
Some folks are complaining about 
rubbish found -in their flumes and 
blocking the water holes. Some would 
say each careful grower cleans his 
flumes out. Just so, in these cases it 
is loose paper that is flying around, pas­
sed on by childish hands'just for fun 
but it causes a let of trouble and a lit­
tle explanation. to the children would 
soon remedy it.
The annual Easter Party given by 
the local Women’s Institute to the 
children of the' community, ' during 
Easter week, scored, its usual success 
Between fifty and sixty children at­
tended, accompanied in most eases by 
their mothers, and‘the time flew all too 
quickly to suit the srilall folks.
The proceedings were opened by 
two piano ducts played by Ena Goss 
and Daisy Petrie, which were loii 
applauded.' Games followed, and then 
came supper, which ' included-every­
thing dear to the heart of childhood 
including ice cream, pop cora and or­
anges; AftfeV supper, more games were 
indulged in, and then all took part in 
an egg-guessing competition, when 
Laura Manning took first prize ant 
Jack Prior, second. -jNext -came the 
egg and spoon races for girls from 
twelve to fifteen. First prize was won 
by .Rhoda Petrie, and second-by Ethe' 
Duggan. The same race for boys fol­
lowed and .Jack Prior canie first, -\ îth 
Dick Coe a close second. The girls 
from 8 to 12 years then took the floor, 
and Molly Beasley carrietj off first 
prize, Grace Lawley, second,' and Mar­
jorie McDonagh, third. Then the little 
girls had their innings, and amid lout 
cheers little, Joan Pearson,: came in 
first, with iMay Petrie, sb<?ond, ant 
Bessie McDonnell, third. ; •
A few dances for the older children 
brought the evening to 'a  close, ant 
the gathering dispersed, tired but hap­
py, to dream of Easter parties past ant 
to come.
, ■ ' * ' * • *  '
The regular meeting of the Women’s 
Institute ^ a s  held on Thursday, May 
1st, and was well attended. Reports 
of committees showed that, valuable 
work was being done. Details of the 
Baby Clinic to, be held, on June Sth, 
were discussed and arrangements made 
for an Apple Blossom Dance, the pro­
ceeds of which will be devoted to ithe 
hall funds. A collection, was taken up 
for the “Save the Children” : fund, arit 
a per capita donation from the treasury 
added, this tb be /forwarded at price; 
The making ..of a patterq -scrap book 
followed, and this very practical idea 
niet with great favour. Mrs. Goss, our 
delegate to the Provincial Conference, 
then read a splendid report of the piro 
ceedings of that body, and was accor 
ded a very hearty vote of thanks for 
the able way in which- she had,-'carried 
out her duties. Tea and social half- 
hour rounded out a very delightful af­
ternoon. I
On Saturday aft^noon,' the boys 
who have decided-to join the-'Wornen’s 
Institute PPtato Club met at the home 
of Mrs. L. J. Prior, when Mrs. Clag- 
gett. President, distributed the seed 
potatoes and gave the boys a very in­
teresting talk on growing and select­
ing tubers for exhibition. This Was 
followed by a practical demonstration 
on how to plant, cultivate and if nec­
essary irrigate in order to secure best 
Jresults. Keen intere^ was shown by 
the boys, and all will look forward to 
the great day when prizes will be giy- 
eri for the best grown specimens. , 
The Institute has not forgotteri^the 
girls, whp will take part in a bread 
baking contest, and the younger child­
ren will compete in the making of 
scrap books which will be exhibited 
at the same time. This children’s, ex­
hibition will take place on Halloween 
and will be followed 1̂  a party for the 
exhibitors and their friends.
On Sunday last wp had._a few wcl 
come showera-with a promise of more 
The’ growth has been very rapid dur­
ing tile last week's hot weather., • • „ * ■
Considerable improvement is being 
effected by the re-building of Bear 
Creek bridge, with Foreman W. Bal 
ill charge, solidity of structure and
good, work being filled at. '
The new flume erected on the Bear 
Creek Ranch is also of substantia’ 
at>pcarancc. It, we arc told, will mam 
tain the w.\tcr at a considerably higher 
level and will therefore have an added 
usefulness. On the higher land of this 
ranch it may be noticed that the old 
alfalfa meadow has given place to a 
newly planted orchard of apple treeS  ̂
With such a foundation, the trees 
should have a splendid chance for 
growth,  ̂  ̂ :
The sympathy pf the'Wcsfsidc Com 
muiiity. is exterided to Major J* C. Dun- 
Waters, of Fintry, in his recent sad 
bereavement. Mrs. Dun-Waters wai 
taken ill on Monday night and passed 
away on the following 1 hursdav night. 
Those who know her well will know 
best how much will be missed.
DEM OCRACY A N D  GRAFT
Thc: service of ' the United Church 
on Sunday last was particularly^well 
attended, there being a large number 
present from Okanagan Centre and ,al” 
so Okanagan Landing. The new pas­
tor for this district. Rev. H. McMillaq, 
delivered a most inspiring sermon, and 
the newly formed choir, under the 
leadership of Mrs. Joe McDonald,_ ad­
ded greatly to the service. A joint 
Board meeting was held followirig the 
service,' when matters pertaining to thc 
work were satisfactorily arranged. A 
warm welcome was extended to, the 
Rev. Mr. McMillan and Mrs. McMil 
Ian and all the members look forwarc 
to a season of earrieST' and successfu’ 
work.
Ay the patients on the Benches are 
well on the road to health, and the 
goodly attendance at school again 
speaks for itself.
Some good heavy showers of rain 
would indeed b e , “showers of bless­
ing” and clear the air considerably^
The Ladies’ Aid of . the Unitec 
Church will hold their annual garden 
party at the home of Mrs. L. J. Prior 
on Thursday, May 22n'd. A cordial in­
vitation is extended to all, not only in 
our own district but to Rutland, Elli­
son and Okanagan Centre. Tea will 
je served, and other pleasant "features 
arc being planned.
The Sunday .School will reopen on 
Sunday afternoon and will be conduc­
ted in the old^way, with the exception 
of the afternoons that will occasionally 
be taken by Rev. C. E. Davis o f ’the 
Church of England.
Judge J. A. Forin, of Nelson, who for 
thc past four years has conducted arl>
itration proceedings between the Con- 
solidatccl Mining and Smelting Com-
Thc cost of rebuilding thc school- 
houses recently burnt a t thc Doukho- 
bpr settlement near Brilliant will be 
charged to the Doukhobpj lands and 
not to the general taxpayers pf B.C.
Several of the growers on the Low­
er Bench have been disappointed this 
week at thc non-arrival of thc irriga­
tion flood water. Ready and waiting 
and no water in the flumes, but it could 
not be helped. Owing to a frecze-up 
in the hillsi thc supply was Insufficient 
for all and it is thought that the dam 
water will have to be used, and that 
takes time and trouble. Truly thc wa­
ter has been well dammed, what there 
is pf i t
pany. of Canada and numerous land 
owners in the Trail district in connec­
tion with alleged damage to orchards 
and crops through smoke and fumes 
rom the Trail smelter, has rendered a 
decision,awarding damages to thc latter 
parties to thc amount of $60,(K)0. Thc 
'award also instructs the smelting com­
pany to purchase four small properties 
at fixed prices. This ends a controv­
ersy of long standing.
Larigc numbers of “mud holes” arc 
being fenced off on thc ranges in thc 
Cariboo district, there having been a 
great annual loss of stock through 
range cattle getting into them.
(By Dr. J. G. Sheater.)
All the world is sniffing at the stench 
of oil from Washington, ' . ;  .
The smell' of secret commissipns m 
Ontario is pungent enough to affec: 
nostrils far beyond the boundaries of 
that Province.^ ,
Stwng malodotirs from Newfoundland 
reach far briyorid the ancient colony's 
island shores, . . ,
That reveals one of the weaknesses 
of democracy. The many are indif- 
fereiit' to , the public iritprest. Many 
dthers are over-trustful. It is easy fpr 
selfish schemers to fill their coffers 
with money belonging to the people. 
The money they get may be turned 
into their own ppekets or into the 
treasury of their political party to help 
them maintain their , hold on power. It 
may be paid m secret commissions by 
financial concerns or in gerierous sub- 
. rfcriptions to party funds - to enable 
toiends to securje or retain possession 
of the treasury bericheSv Such immenj. 
se profits are tp be made from bond 
sale.s/ or from monopolistic franchises, 
or from tacit permission tp violate 
liquor laws or the Narcotic Drags Act, 
that those securing these special privi­
leges or'advantages can well afford to 
offer bribes so immense that small men 
or easy men are sorel'y tempted, A  
well-known Hebrew bpqtlegger rose m 
Bradstreets frotri $75,000 tp $2,000,000 
in two years. I t is nO; wbnder some 
yield and make inoral lâ pse", but live 
in comfort ever after. Tp some, police­
men or customs checkers $1,000 Jooks 
large. Some have risked their, positions 
for such a bait. And to some much 
higher in the public service $50,000 or 
$100,000 or ,$500,000 looks .wonderfully 
tempting. . . . .
And there IS no question that im 
mense sums of money are being spent 
by lawless plunderers to purchase irn- 
’munity from the penalties due their 
violations of law. , . . :
Yet we have reason to rejoice that so 
often public servants indignantly refuse 
these golden baits. The writer; is top 
experienced in public service to be im, 
pressed with the usual floating rum­
ours, but-he has unquestioned know- 
edge of cases in which public servant‘s 
very . recently have been offered sums 
varying all the way from'$10,000 up>.to 
$500,000, which have been indignantly 
spurned. The would-be bribers are al­
ways too cunning : in their manner of 
offering to expose themselves to ar­
rest and conviction. But they do it 
none the less.
Air honour to the men who refuse. 
*t ought to be told of them to their 
credit, I, hoiveyer, am not authorized 
to publish names.
What is the remedy? That is not so 
easy. For one thing, capable and clean 
men ought not to leave highly respon­
sible positions to incapable and unclean 
schemers and grafters. Patriotism and 
.Christiaif ethics call upon them to 
make the sacrifice office often entails, 
"or another thing, it is the duty of the 
pulpit and the press to apply the prin-- 
ciples of Christian ethics to such rnat- 
ters more frequently and more faith- 
:ally than is common. For still another 
thing, there should be unity and 
strength of effort on the part of all 
good citizens to frown upon and to re­
sist to the utmost all efforts at profit­
able graft, privilege and lawlessness 
whether among politicians, public scr 
vants, bootleggers or dope dealers!
Democracy is the ideal form of govr 
eminent only for an ideal people. A 
much higher standard of calibre, intel­
ligence, character and unselfish patriot­
ism is necessary if democracy is to give 
more efficient government than under 
an autocracy, an oligarchy or a bureau­
cracy.
It is time to plant FIELD and SWEET  
CpRN. Wc have a very; complete stock 
at the present time so advise placing your 
I orders now.
S P R A Y S
Black Leaf 4p, Lime Sulphur. Arsenate of Lead. 
Paris Green. EveryLhing suitable for the bugs.
STOCK YARD iVlANURE
Car Lots, only .................................................. . $3.60 per ton
HAY
GASOLINE AND OILS
Wo keep open Saturday nights.
KEIOWIU GROWERS' EXCIMNeE




In s is t  o n
T h e  b e t t e r  b e e r — -  
p u r e - T - p a l a t a b l e : —
h i g h  i n  f o o d  
e l e m e n t s
A t  a l l  G o v * t  L i q u o r  S t o r e s
VANCOUVER BREWERIES LIMITED
T his advertisem ent Is no t . published o r displayed by the  L iquor C ontrol 
\  , Board or by the  Governm ent of B ritish  Columbia.
BY APPOINTMENT 
PURVEYORS TO HIS MAJESTY • KINO OflOROE V.
W h i s k y  m a y  b e  o ? d  y e t  n o t  
m a t u r e d .  T o  b e  m a t u r e d  i t  
m u s t  h a v e  b e e n  a g e d  i n '  c a s k , .
m A D lA j i^
WHISKY
a r e  t h o r o u g h l y  m a t u r e d
O a k  C a s k s  s t o r e d  i n  
w a r e h o u s e s .
r a c k
i n
t h e  g u a r a n t e e  o f  
a g e  o n  t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  
S t a m p  o v e r  t h e  c a p s u l e  o f
e v e r y  b o t t l e .
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY
H i r a m  W a l k e r & s o n s . L i m i t e d
WALKERVILLE - ONTARIO
The Library Commission appointed 
by the Provincial Government, being 
anxious to create a taste -among the 
reading public for non-fiction, has se­
cured a large number of books which 
can be borrowed by readers in out-ly­
ing portions of B. C. Applications 
should be sent to Thc Library Com­
mission, Parliamcn.'t Buildings, Vic­
toria.
Distillers qf Fine 
Whiskies since 1858
Montrcftl, Que. . London, Eng. New York, U.S.A.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by thedLiquor 
Control Board orf by the Goverhment'of British Columbia, w-3
The Kamloops District Co-operative 
Growers’ Union has decided to cease 
operations on account of too high over­
head charges and inability to ' control 
vegetable marketing. The Union, which 
was organized a year jago, operated 
over a territory from |!^uilax to Lyt- 
ton and also in the Liljoet and North 
Thompson districts.
Thc B.C. Berry Gr<A 
tivc Union has sccurcdi 
poo from thcjprovinciall 
Industries. 'The monej 
for the purchase and operation of thc
King-Beach cannery ai^l jam factory
(at Mission, which plant jvill be consi 
crably enlarged
7^9 Vblatead. act truty hnye takon th* 
kick out ofev^erythins else,but there 
sure am  one thJn^ It1( nevertake tIC 
*ivaJ/op**outof,nohonr» TTuttsNetva-̂ : 
p ^ e r  AdvertlsIn** A n d  th* beauty  
t^W n e w a ^p & r stu tT /a  th a t tK  * 
n e x t d a y  fin d s  yo u  -Hdih m ope  
m m e y ln  youppock»ta,tka heath  
adne a i ^  a am tte on ybup
THURSDAY, MAY 8th, im . THIS KRLOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARD18T PAGE THREE
When Exposed to Air
i t s  f r o s i f t i i i o o o  m is d i
a o o i;■ ■,• /  n w » .T F B -: : ^ :
Fo<^ tfckffci r o o tp o w  i& o o l d '  1 »  ftm IK *
F R E E
TO t U  CHILDREN UNDER 14 YEU S
“ TH E W n iTf R O S E ”
T u e s d a y ,  ' 3 . 3 0  | p .m ,
COME ONE, COME ALL!
38-lc
'‘̂ n rS S r lS r
E jq x
W S W I S S E P ^
< \ i ^
fbdDoIlSr SbCDareas, Loodcm.
NORTHERNMOST SETTLEMENT IN  SASKATCHEWAN
Recalling the day§ of a century and a half ago. when the Hudson’s- . 
Bay Company and the North West Company were contending for 
the wealth of northern Canada, the Tittle post of Fond du Lac on 
Lake Athabasca is today the most northerly settlement in the province 
of Saskatchewan, seven hundred miles north of the boundary lines.
It was the famous explorer, Samuel Hearne, who was the first white 
man ori Lake Athabasca, on which this post is situated. He was rc- 
turning'from his discovery of the Coppermine River, and his expedi- 
tion to the shores of the Arctic Ocean, seeking the'Northwest Pas- 
isage, when Hearne. was led by Indians to Lake Athabasca. He 
claimed the territory between it and the Arctic tor the Hudson’s Bay 
Company. The Fond du Lac post today still carries on the traditions 
of the great trading company in the vast fur lands of the north.
♦ ♦ •I '
♦  " .. : ■'■/♦I
•fr FOR RADIO AMATEURS
♦  ..... . -f-l
♦  <9>« 4 *  « •8'
.VOILE AND LACE MAKE
PRETTY SUMMER F r o c k
KGO Progrommea For Week Of| 
May 11 to May 17 
(Frequency, 960 kilocycles; 312 meters)
Sunday, May 11
3.30 p.m,—Concert by KGO Little | 
Symphohy Orchestra and soloists. 
Tucaday, May 13
 ̂ 8.00 p.m.—rUooth Tarkiiigton’s dc-1 
lightful ‘'Seventeen," a comedy of love | 
I and youth and summer time, wi|I‘ be i
Made for finest laundering, you can 
use this soap for everything
These snowy, crinkly Palmolive PRIN­
CESS SOAP FLAKES were made for
given in radio form by the KGO play-! 
ers in the studio of thq 'Pacific Coast |
I Station of the General Electric Com; 
ipany. The troubles , of William Syl-| 
ivanus Baxter in his important love af­
fair with the beauty wlio visits his 
town will /be portrayed by Richard | 
Ehlcrs. Rose Brown will be heard in 
tlic role of the beauty, and the owner I 
of the celebrated puppy,“ Darlin’ FIo- 
pit.” William’s chief source of troub- | 
Ic, his little'sister Jane, will be repre- 
I sented by Roberta Hoyt, a tcn-ycar-old 
pupil of .Wilda Wilson Church, in her 
first appearance before the microphone. i
The part of Genesis, the negro servant 
I of th t Baxters, will be read by Howard 
I’lrwin. Between the acts, musics will i 
be offered by the Arlon Trio, whjch 
will include a 'cello solo by Margaret 
Avery and the, Witches’ Dance, by 
MacDowcll, played by Joyce' Barthcl-1 
son, pianist.
Thursday, May 15
8.00 p.ni.—Instrumental Selections— 
(a) Waltz Song from "A Waltz, Dre-
'5̂ : ' y.
am" (Oscar Strauss); (b) "The Swan"
(Saipt-Saens). —Bohemian Trio, 
Soprano Solo —  "Moonlight * Star-1
light” (Gilbcrtc).— Verna Smith.
Piano Solo-;-"The Island Spell’’ (Ire­
land),.—' Mcrtianna Towler. Straight, lines are always * becom-< «T>_.ling to the' youthful figures and the 
Male Quartette . Sclechon^^ dress sketched above is especially bc-(W hite)^T he coming for hot summer days. It is of 
vpile with neck and pockets trimmed
laundering, thcvshecrest, finest fabrics: 
silks, satins, chiffons, laces—lovely, ex­
pensive things.
For the , foamy suds ^contains nothing 
that can possibly hurt Lhc most frapfile 
fabric, or dim the most delicate coloring. 
It actually lengthens the life of pretty* 
dainty things. ,
But T-T best of all — it can be used for 
laundering everything! Because it is eco­
nomical. Being pure soap—nothing else 
•—it actually ĝ oes farther. It saved all 
clothing. And it cleanses efficiently.
. So it is ideal for the washing-machine, 
or for any household purpose.
i f  only to try, get some today — from 
your dealer. He has them in handy, one- 
pound pacicages. ' ,
THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited 
. Toronto
P A L M O LB V C
P R I N C E S S  S O A P  
,   ̂ . F L A K E S
jrtUts, o r  coa rsest ufootmut Madt <n Canada
-Edith
Gwine Back to Dixie"
Sunsef Four.^ _ y a . I'̂ v***: nu hcu a Kci n cu
ppints of lacc, and narrow pleats
^ )  Nocturne (Bnccaldi)- groups at each side. It is finished Grade VI. (maximum, SOO)—Frances
c -1 - O'...,.!, w^tT^'^'^^rrow 5asb of voile or ribbon. Blenkarn, 421; Doris Wigglesworth
Piano Sol os— — ;---—  ------- 386; Margaret Price, 374;
(Liszt); (b) Licbestraums (Liszt^.— D  f  TT|1 f  'A liT Grade V. (maximumr SOO)
Frank Sv^nson., _ 1 f’ f | , | J  I I  </ I  [Y 11 j Kemp, 358; George White, 339,
IL  t U f  JU X X il JLF Miss Ford’s room. Grade IV.—Ger-
Chord (Sullivan). _  . r rp j  ̂ • trude Davies, Shuo Yamoaka, Murie
-Homer Henly, Mr. 1 homas Dalton, of Edmonton, is | UrauhartInstrumental, Selections—-(a) 'Noc- staying with Mr. and Mrs. W. Me-' 
urne (Chopin); (b) Serenade (Tosti). I Donald 
—Bohemian Trio. . ’ , I * * *




ory^'—^Rev. G<ior^ W; ^jjjTlips, Past-1 and Mrs. McDonald have been be-1
’hursday Mrs. .McDon-
Grade III.—Jennie Reid, Verlie Cass, 
Cecil Blenkarn.
Grade II.—Ross , Stringer, Billie 
Mack. , ■'
Another popular family has left our 




br^Tenth Avenue“Baptist Church, Oak-1 re^ed . Last T l
Solos-(aT "Exoec «« ived  the sad n^s^ th a t her sis-. m .  . v.  a niia
r h ^  Gift" JmSS- Mrs. Leslie,, who-lived in Ontario, have gone to the Coast totancy (Stickles), ( b |  A Litt tiriuer- had passed away after suffering fp r|,;„J  
ter).—Mrs. Ray E i^ l Annear. some
Violin Solos—(a) “ The Cl9ck’’j,a husband and five children to mourn
(Blaauw); >(b) Serenade (Toselli).— her loss. The sympa,thy of their many, _ . «  . o. ■ . v  j  ^
Henry Buttner. - ^  friends goes out to them in their loss, I _
• Piano Solo — (a) "Hymn To Thelaiso to Mrs. Hoddier, to whom
Sun” (Rimsky-Korsakoff); (b) Hum-|hlow has come as a severe shock after I attend the districtmeetingof/the^M e-
oresque (Sjogren).—Merianna'Towler. her late bereavement. “  thodist chu^h.^H e was accompanied
Male Quartette Selection — "The , 7v * * * :  ̂  ̂ by Mr. J. B. Craig, the delegate for
Winter Song” (Bullard).—The Sun- SaWday, the girls’ b a s k e t b a l l C h u r c h
set Four. , r. , X* • \ «T'k_rr I team' journeyed to W estbank'to en-Instrumental Selections “ a) Daffo-|g^gg fmm that disiript in a
(Experimental Farms Note.)
The value of leguminous plants as 
soil enrichers Jhas long been recogniz­
ed., and today" the custom'of including 
a legume in a system of crop rotations 
is alrnost universal. The value of these 
plants rests in their ability to make use 
of the nitrogen o f , the air, and if has 
long been known that this power came 
through the nodules or swellings whjch 
develop; on the' roots of healthy plants. 
In these nodules bacteria develoi/ which
AUCTION SALE
have the power of ■ collecting nitrogen ' Mirror.
Having received instructions ‘from 
Mh E. HOARE, Elliott Avc., I  will 
sell without reserve at his residence on 
THURSDAY, MAY ISth 
all of his Household Furniture and 
Effects as follows in part— . : , ;
Bookcase. Oak Dining Tablc»
6 Dining Chairs. 9^x 9 Linoleum Rug. 
Music Cabinet. Jardiniere Stand. 
Gramophone., 12 Pictures.’
20 Volumes Book of Knowledge.  ̂
Large quantity odd Books.
from the aii; and making \it available 
for the growing plant. - ,
In many'cases; especially where a 
certain legume is being grown for the 
first time, the growth of nodules; is 
weak) which results in̂  the plant not 
developing. This conditibn is-due to 
a lack in the soil of the proper bacter- 
To meet this difficulty and to in-
Heater (Special Oak).
la.
I dils" (Papini); (b) “Little Buttercup"* 
I from “Pianafore” (Sullivan). ~ 
ian" Trio.
team ro t ict  I The Proymcial; P^rty does nqt, ap-
r - - 1 friendly tussle. Despite the fact that Bohem-L chapter o f . accidents reduced their J'^dging ^ o m  the, atte^ndance at the 
o i HT j  o , numbers somewhat a t the last moment, . Schoolhouse on. Soprano^ Solo-;Mad Scene„fromLjjg gjris were game, but failed to bring Monday evening to appoint delegat^^
Lucia (Donizetti). Mrs. HoinerI the bacon. No, we will not give
- the score owria on the dtH.Only four were pre-
After the game, the Westbankfirs in- sent, all whom were chosen to re- 
vited the Rutland girls to . their school ( present the local, 
picnic at the: ;foot of Bo'ucherie Moun-
Henly,
Contralto Solo—“Mon coeur s’ouvre 
a ta voix", from “ Samson and Delilah 
(Saint-Saens) .-^Doris Osborne.
Instrumental' Selections—(a) Melody least that’s how it sounded-
(Moszkowski); (b)  ̂ yilia^.^ from| gjj'(j gave them a splendid time, which
"Merry • Widow 
I,Trio. -





(By. H.A.S.; in the7“Chicago Packer”) 
,rio-.r Y?«tTor.,4 iiini'ftr i A fricnd has askcd what is thc valuc
of his orchard, and another corresppii.-
8.00 p.m.—Special proramme by the I .they met one from that city. They won]
KGO Little Symphony Orc^hest^a, _a?-1 of course, as they^ha^^^ There ̂ are.is.ca,by_ Esther. Hiel.e, - - We
Andrew T. Byrne, baritone. i oit smarter piay uh me uan ui “ wi l . , ic. .>
March — "Tannhauser", (W agner). town boys, as they appeared to be ra- “ oVth? ’̂ W hatsis yours worth? You
' ¥ » o s - ( a )  Nocturne in C Miu- f l T S .V'r'iirvninl' Yhl 'Valcp YPhnnin'Y -_I — *. ♦ -■ | upon-which to estimate or appraise tne
Esther Hjelte. ’
Baritone Solos—(a) "The Island of on Friday after spending four months 
Dreams” (Adam s)/,(b) “Preguutale with his Uncle, Mr. Chas. H. Graig,
o lac tretr«ii'oc” <'K'alf.nvn_AnHffsw T of Sion Alta Qi an apple Orchard^IS morc nearly dcaion, ^ ^ ^  ̂ finitely, established by the opmions of
At a recent meeting of >he. executive growers and^ courts than i?
of the Rutland Boy Scouts’ Associa- .that of any other kini} of fruit. The 
tion, the resignation of Rev. Frank fundamental rule is as follows. The 
Stanton, who has been Scoutmaster value of a good apple orchard* of stan- 
of. the local Troop for the past two dard , varieties, planted ,at proper dis-
a las Estrellas’’. (Kalenyi).- 
Byrne.
Lyric Pieces—Brooklet and March 
Grotesque (Grieg).. v
Valse from “Coppelia" (Delibes). 
March of Triumph (Fueik).
PART II
sure that the proper bacteria may come 
in contact with the roots of the young 
plants, a method was developed of mix­
ing a culture of nitrogen-gathering 
bacteria, commonly called nitro-cul- 
.tures, with the seed before sowing. The 
jiresence of the right bacteria in the 
soil is thus insured, and under good 
conditions of cultivation, a, healthy 
nodule growth on the roots-should fol­
low.- ■ ,
The Dominion Experimental Farms 
wish to encourage the use of nitro- 
cultures for inoculating le^m e seed, 
and the Division of Bacteriology will 
supply free to any farmer who makes 
an application one bottle of:culture for 
each'type o f ' legume he desires to try 
out. A bottle contains enough culture 
to inoculate 60 pounds of Seed. 'The 
Dominion Bacteriologist: emphasizes 
the fact that these cultures are to be 
considered as an aid to rather than as 
a substitute for good cultivation.
The Division of Bacteriology at the 
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, 
is now sending out thousands^ of these 
cultures, and an early application is ad­
vised in order to insure delivery.
A. G. LOCHHEAD,
Dominion Bacteriologist.
"White Enamel Dresser and Chair. 
Dresser and Stand.
Beds, Springs and Mattresses.
Brass Trimmed Iron Bed, Spring and 
dttress
Oak Centre Table. Floor Oil Cloth, 
Camp Bed and Mattress. . ' : >
Small TableE Clothes; Closet,
Tennis Racquet. . Lamps,
"Nelson” Cook Stove.
“Florence” three-burner Oil Stove and 
Oven.
2 Kitchen Tables. Electric Iron.
1 Bicycle. Crockery and GlasswaVe. 
Kitchen Utensils. Lot Preserved Fruit. 
Odd Tools. Wheelbarrow.
Cross Cut Saw, Garden Tools, etc.
No reserve, Mr. Hoare is leaving the 
city. ",
Sale at 2 p.m.K
G. H. KERR Auctioneer
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AUCTION SALE
THE PRUNING OF ROSES
I Given by members of the Mu 2:eta y e f  s, was ̂ regretfully accepted as he jjyce^to^be^perman^^^
I Rho Musical Sorority of the College I lea'^ng the district next month. Mr. | ,y^ ,!._j r— — —r f •£* c* ■ t’' 1 I A AAT' frfiiv ■ A^si^tant Scmitmastcr I value of the land for agi^cultural pur-of the Pacific, San Jose, Cal. . , -^ssisram ocouimaster, dollar for each tree forPiano Solo— "The Maiden’s Wish” has been given charge of the Troop. P9®̂ s, pms one aoiiarror eacn iree io r .piano poio-^ xneiviaiaen s vvisn »_ 'Rpadniiartprs has to each year of its age until the age ot 2U(Chopin-Liszt),—rBeatnce^Walton. Provincial Headquarters nas to _  _ is reached and then it Stands atSrinrano Sofos—fal "At Dawninp” fioancc itself now, a call was sent out years is reacnea, ana tnen u stanas ai 
'adman?- rh\ "s\nV aA the different Boy Scout associations that valuation forTS years, an T ^ en  itaritnan). ih) as the wiirm ' to do so. The local declines at twice that rate for the next
. .. . . .  j  more ten years.
(Cad'ma ); (b) "Still as t e Night 
(Bohm) .—Margare_t_ Michael.
RM dings-(a2 ''Vendette” (Wester-1 ) x i  illustrite: If the orchard he of
iTnan); (b) "A Dream Ago” (Anon).—• 
Marjorie Morris.
Piano Solô —"Reflections in the Wa. 
I ter” (Debussy).—-Gladys Ryan.
of Scoutgrams Which were taken by good varie.ties, well carod far.-^planted 
^he Scouts to friends of the m ovem ent^t. proper distance^ (30 feet'apart ^  
and the money collected. The sum of | more), on land originally worth $100
VioHn s S ^ “ s6uv^n^ was contributed and the assoc- per acre, and be ten years of age, 1 ^
Violin Sjolo— souvenir (U rd ia;. I j^tion thanks the ladies aftd gentlemen present value per acre would be $100
“Wh<.n Tarwhose kindnys'h 32 tim es'ten (counting 32 per-ContraUo Solo—; When Song_ ~ I manent trees to the acre), or a totalresult possible. , , . . - , .  ,♦ ♦ * , of $420 per acre. This is a high esti-
The monthly meeting of the W orn- mate, because it starts with the assum- 
en’s Institute is 'to  be held next W ed- ption of very good soil, trees well sel--
Sweet” (Sans-Souci) .—Bessie Kroft.
Piano Solo—“Dr. Gradus ad Parnas- 
sum,” from “ Children’s Corner” (De 
bussy).—Jeannette Grattan.
(W esterm an), (b) Atterglow  ̂ | the ' recent-^Provincial Convention of Y et I know of ten-year-old «
W omen’s in s titu tes  at Vancouver, will this state for which m ore than $420 
give her report of the proceedings. per acre has been offered and refused 
0  ' 0  ’ Deduction from this-estim ate m ust be
. made for'such causes as poor varieties,
The reswlts of the qumifymg exam- p^Qj. p o o r 'c a re  and planting too
inations in the High School and E n - ( .̂j^gg together. The ideal distance is
I terman).—Marjorie Morris.
.Piano Solo — "Caprice Espagnole” 
|. (Moszkowski).— Eoline Copple.
10.00 p.m. to 1.00 a.m.—St., Francis 
Hotel Dance Orchestra, San Francis­
co, Henry Halstead, leader.
The City Council of Kamloops, has'
trance classes (Mr. L. E. Howlett),L^ggj.|y fgĝ  each way, with fillers
begun already to take steps to abate 
the mosquito pest near that town. Oil 
has been spread on* all the backwaters 
and pools in the vicinity and it is ex­
pected that the nuisance, if not elimin­
ated, will be largely abated.
Id in April, are as toiiows. _ between them, making the present act»-̂
^c^TT ual distance only .20 feet apart. In this
Jean Ai^erson, 5 4 6 Nora White, _541; case the fillers (threje-fourths of all)
bre estimated at only one-fourth the497;“ Maxwell Mitchell, 467; Eldred
WRITING PARER
A vacation timo ne<»sntĵ  that 
make,. writing eaŝ jl and gi-̂ esin- 
di-̂ idualit;) to jlour mtsnge. 8-ar4
"TTtapaptrthat'tgoodlowrllaapon’*
Howes, 462; Leila Lewis, 456;-Ruth 
Sexsmith, 452; Alfred Claxton, 451; 
Stanton Murray, 420.
Second Year: Maximum, 800—Dor­
othy Kemp, 610; Allen Dalgleish, 562; 
Eileen Claxton, 532; Agnes Appleby, 
456. -
Entrance Class: Maximum, SOO— 
Reta Cass, 347; Jessie, Campbell, 342; 
Connie Stafford, 341; Eva Cooper, 335; 
Kenneth Dalgleish. 334; Herbert Staf­
ford, 329; Dan Harrison, 326; Grace 
Good, 31A
The following did not write their 
exams O'vving to illness:’ Doris White 
(1st year), Fred Blenkarn and Grev- 
ille Harrison (Entrance).,
The leaders in the other rooms are 
as follows:— ^
Mr. Bagshaw’s room. Grade VII. 
maximum marks. 700)'—Olive Kemp, 
30; Ervin Cass, 523; Ernest Mugford, 
519. ,
price of the permanents, because they 
are soon to come out
A good orchard, 20 years of age, is  
estimated at $20 per tree, and remain^ 
the same up to 35. Then the decline 
■value is $2 per tree for ten years, or 
until 45.
There have been some court decisions 
based upon estimates similar to the a- 
bove.
Officers of the newly-organjzed $u- 
mmerland Fish, Game and Forest Pro­
tective Association are: Hofi. Presi- 
delnt, Mr. J. W. Jones, M.L.A.; Presi­
dent, Mr. Wi Johnston; Vjee-Presir 
dent, M̂ r. W. C. W. Fosbery; Scc.- 
Treasurer, Mr. C. V. Nesbitt; Execu­
tive, Messrs. W. Snow, G. M. Forster, 
W. Nelson, D. Rutherford and C. H. 
Elsey. f
In. the culture of roses, the quality 
of bloom depends not only upon good 
varieties and rich soil, but on a careful 
system o(̂  pruning. One may choose 
jetween a crop of many small blooms 
or a smaller number of fine flowers. 
Some varieties require harder pruning 
than others, but no rose bush should 
)e allowed to pass- the spring without 
pruning. Branches that have been 
damaged by the winter weather are no 
longer of use arid should be rernoved. 
The small thin branches do not produce 
bloom and they should also be takfê n 
out. If lejt on the bush they will take 
up the nourishment that should go to 
the stems producing roses. Besides 
removing the dead wood and weak 
growths, the branches should be short 
ened. It is a very good rule, with bush­
es thaCare ■well established, to take off 
all w ood  ^hat is' smaller than a lead 
pencil. In young bushes such hard 
pruning js not desirable. When rc-̂  
moving limbs they should be cut close 
to the main stem, that is, without leav­
ing stumps. Strong growing hybrid 
perpetuals require less pruning than 
some of the pther sorts, as if heavily 
pruned they tend* to a more vigorous 
growth of sappy wood, making an even 
laEger bush than before. Moderate 
pruning is therefore-better for roses of 
this class.
Under the head of pr.uning, Buljet'n 
No. 17 of the Department of Agricul­
ture at Ottawa, entitled “ Hardy Ros­
es”, explains that roses of the hardiest 
group nearly all bloom on wo’od of the 
previous year’s growth, or wood sevr 
oral years old. It is recommended that, 
ill addition to heading back and thin­
ning out, it is well to remove some of 
the older wood each year, cuttinfg the 
branches oiit at the ground, thus mak­
ing room and letting in air So that the 
young stems will develop well.
House and lot will also be put up for 
sale.
No Reserve, as Mr. Gass is leaving the 
Valley. ^
Terms: Cash. Sale at LSd p.m.
G. H. KERR Auctioneer
38-lfe
vNOTICE TQ CREDITORS
IN T H E  SURROGATE COURT OF' 
THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
SASKATOON IN TH E MATTER 
OF TH E ESTATE OF MILTON 
THOMPSON BIRD, DECE.'VSEU.
The B. C. Government has secured .*i 
thirty days option on a site for a KO'V- 
ernment building at Penticton, It i.s 
estimated that the cost of thi.s .struct­
ure will be approximately $100,000.
The Oliver Chemical Company, of 
Penticton, is preparing to go more ex­
tensively into the manufacture of -tom­
ato catsup and ^ill pickles this seas- 
son.
ALL PERSONS liaving claims a- 
gainst the Estate of Milton Thompson 
Bird late of the City of Saskatoon, in 
the Province of Saskatchewan, Deceas­
ed, arc required to send same, with 
particulars of security held, if any, and 
verified by Statutory Declaration to the 
undersigned on or before the I4th day 
of June, A.D. 1924, after which date the 
assets of the Estate may be distributed 
among the parties entitled thereto, hav­
ing regard only to^hc claims of which 
the undersigned shall then have notice.
DATED at Grcn/cll, Saskatchewan, 
this 25th day of April A.D. 1924, 
GARNET C. NEFF,
, Grenfell, Saskatchewan, 
Solicitor for James W. Jones and 
James Gaddes, Executors of the Estate 
of Milton Thompson Bird, Deceased. 
38-4c, ;
Being favored with instruction from 
Mr. L. O. CASS, Rutland (next ito. 
Rutland Store),' I will sell ■\Vithout re­
serve at his residence on
TUESDAY, MAY 13th 
all of his Household Effects, etc., ,as 
follows in part—
Ford Touring-Car in good condition. 
Dining Ripom Tabic. Buffet.
Oak Morris Chair in leather. i
Couch, upholstered in leather.
Arm Chair. Three Rockers.
Smoking Cabinet. Book Case.
Side Board. Sewing Machine (Singer). 
.Dressers. Wash Stands.
Chest of Drawers (cedar).
3 complete Beds. Cjiild’s Crib.
Cot Be’d. 12 X 12 Carpet Square.
2 Bicycles. p  x 9 Congolcum Rug. 
Kitchen Cabinet.
Kitchen Table and Chairs. ,
High Chair. Child's Carriage.
Cook Stove. Heater and Pipes.
Canned Fruit. Sealers. '
Dishes, Crockery and Glassware. '  
Kitchen Utensils.
Two-burner Oil Stove and Oven.
Shot Gun. Hand Cultivator and Seeder. 
Garden Tools, “  2 Stock Saddles.-
Double Wagon and Rack.
Work Harness. . Express Harness. 
Cream Separator. 2 Cultivators.
Set Wagon Springs.
2 Milk Cows, 1 Ayrshire, 4 years old;
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DR. il. W. H. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pendozl fit. A Lawrence Avo.
BURNE & WEDDELL
Barrister, SoUcitors and 
Notaries Public
T E i a « . h c d % f -
KELOWNA, B.C. ■ '
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
b a r r i s t e r s , SO LICITO RS,,
n o t a r i e s  p u b l i c
(Successors to R. 'B. Kerr)
Roweliffe Bloch. Kelowna, B.C.
RlfCHIE S SHAW
b a r r i s t e r s , s o l i c i t o r s ,
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
WUlita Bloch Kelowna, B.C.
H ER BER T V. GRAIG
BARRISTER-AT-LAW ,
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B. C.
MRS. A. J. PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Comer of Richter Stj_̂  Md 
Harvey Ave. Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
THE KELOWNA PIUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor . 
*Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Certietery Work , 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveys and Reiwrls on Irrig-atlon Works Applications (or Water r.icenses
KELOWNA. B.C.
ABBOTT &  MCD0U6ALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Bloch 
KELOWNA
JOSEPH ROSSI
C O N T R A C T O R
Plastering and Masonry
CTffice: - D. Chapman Barn
'Phone 298
WOOD FOR SALE
Pine and Fir. Qilality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, $3.50.
J. W. C. THOMPSON 
’Phone 3154
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 160)
IN 'T H E  MATTER OF Lot 32, Block 
15, Map 262, City of Kelowna.
PROOF having been filed in my Office 
of the loss of Certificate of Title 
No. 12582A to the .above-mentioned 
lands in the name of Annie L. Knowles 
and bearing date 17th January, 1908, 
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE of my 
intention at the expiration of one cal­
endar month from the first publicatioh 
herchf to issue to ̂  the said Annie L. 
Knowles a provisional Certificate of 
Title in lieu of such lost certificate. 
Any person having any information 
with reference to such lost Certificate 
of Title is requested to communicate 
with the undersigned.
'D A TED  at the Land Registry Of­
fice, Kamloops, British Columbia, this 
7th day of April, 1924.
(Signed) E. S. STOKES.
Registrar.
Seal of
The Land Registry Office, 
Kamloops Lrfhd Registry District. 




SUM M ER RADIO
This will be the best summer for 
radio reception that wc have ever 
had; so predicts radio experts.
Have you an approved lightning 
arrester oh your aerials?
Brach Vacuum Arresters arc ap- 
proyed by the National Board of 
Fire Underwriters. Install one and 
be safe.
All parts carried in stock for any 
.circuit that you wish to build at 
prices to suit your pocket. Buy 




TH E PIO NEER RADIO HOUSE 
OF T H E  OKANAGAN 
Phone 342
THE KELOW NA COURIER
AMP
Okanagan O rc h a rd ls t.
Qwned and Edited by 
G. C. ROSE.
Circulation, 1,200
, SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year; To the United 
States and other foreign cotintrics, 
$3.00 per yfear.
The COURIER docs not ncccsiiianly 
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgibily written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor, will not be ac­
cepted for publication over a “nom 
dc hlutnc” ; the writer’s correct name 
must'be appended.
without interest charges. This wouljl 
be quite c<|uitable, as the government 
would find its profit in the increased 
value of the lands affected.
Provincial Finances 
The member for South Okanagan 
then went fully into matters connect­
ed with the finances of the province, 
going into back history from the time 
when the Liberal administration first 
came into being. He stated that that 
event was heralded by the Liberal 
Party as the advent of a w.avc of econ­
omy but had only resulted in the ap­
plication of a surtax and a revaluation 
of land holdings, so that the taxable 
value rose from 10 or *12 million doll­
ars in the time of the Bowser govern­
ment ,to T8 or 19 million dollars in a
SPECIALS
CHILDREN'S 
W A S H  H A T S
Wash Hats for children 
in light or dark colors, 
45c, 65c and 75c
BOYS’ TW EED CAPS 
in full range of sizes, ail 
new spring patterns, 9Sc
“ Where Cash} Beats Credit ”





Stout wearing khaki 
drill waists for boys,
$ 1 .2 5
Junior Waists in close 
fitting or sport collar, 
$1.25 and $1.50
very short space of tinigi He had 
' ■ ' He
-fc
LOAF of our Bread is 
' a ‘ tempting article of 
food. You’ll be tempted 
to bite a piecd right out 
of it before the butter has a 
chance to meet it half way. 
Serve our bread. It’s full of 
food satisfaction. Tell your gro- 
ceryman what he already 
knows—-that he should deliver 
pur bread to your home.
Sutiierland’s Bakery








In white gold, 





JEW ELER AND 
OPTOM ETRIST
CHURCH NOTICES
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS. 
May 11, 3rd Sunday after Easter. 10 a. 
m.. Scouts’ Own Bible*Class; 11, Mat-, 
ins. Holy Communion and sermon; 2.30 
p.m., Sunday School; 7.30 p.m., Even­
song and sermon.
ST. ANDREW’S, Okanagan Mis­
sion. May 11. 8 a.m.. Holy Communion.
RUTLAND (Anglican). 2.30 p.m.. 
Children’s Service; 7.30, Evensong and 
sermon.
EAST KELOWNA (Anglican). 
8 a.m., Holy Communion.
UNITED CHURCH—n  a.m., Mof- 
ther’s Day Service, both in morning 
worship and Sunday School. 7.30 p.m. 
“The Mother of Jacob.” S. S. 2.30 p.ir..
THE SALVATION ARMY, Capt. 
and Mrs. Ede, Commanding Officers. 
Sunday, 11 a.m., Holiness Meeting; 
7.30 p.m.. Salvation Meeting.
BAPTIST CHURCH. May 11. Mor­
ning, 10.30, Sunday School; 11.15 mor­
ning worship. Subject “The Covenant 
of Canaan.”
Sunday evening, 7.30, preaching ser­
vice. Subject “Signs of the end.” 
Thursday evening,. 7.30, prayer meet­
ing. Friday evening, 8, young people’s 
meeting.
CONSERVATIVES OPEN
T H E IR  CAMPAIGN
(Continued from page 1)
(Laughter and cheers.) It was high 
time that the Minister took more in­
terest in the welfare of the farming
community.
It would naturally be asked, con­
tinued Mr. Jones, what the Conserva­
tive Party proposed to do if they won 
o'ut at the approaching election, and 
:‘n this connection he could inform the 
meeting what his personal view was 
regarding a remedy for the present de­
pression in the fruit industry. The of­
fice of the B. C. Agent-General in Lon­
don was costing the province some 
$80,000 per annum,  ̂without any ap­
preciable benefit bcinp derived from 
this excessive expenditure. His  ̂idea 
was that this office could be utilized 
to extend the market for fruit and 
other B. C. products in the United 
Kingdom. The old policy, inaugurated 
by the Conservatives when in office, 
of extcixding long-term loans'to far­
mers, would also be revived. Regard­
ing the loans made when Mr. Bowser
Contributed matter received after 
Wednesday noon will not be pub­
lished until the following week.
ADVERTISING RATES 
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “Want Ads/
. First insertion, IS cents pcr_ line; 
each additional ■ insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents pcr'lm ^ 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, cAo 
The Courier, if olesircd, 10 cents 
extra. ' ,
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments—Rates quoted on application. 
Legal and Municipal Advertising- 
First insertion, 15 cents per line, 
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
per line. ,
Contract advertisers will please note 
that, to insure insertion in the cur­
rent week’s issue, all changes of 
advertisements must reach this 
office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the mutual interests of patrons
and publisher, to avoid a congestion
W ‘ * *”' ’ "on ednesday and Thursday and 
consequent night work, and to 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday.
THURSDAY, MAY 8th, 1924.
was Premier, the speaker stated that 
he had taken the trouble to make en­
quiries at the office of the Land Set­
tlement Board and had found put that 
there had been no cases of default and 
only one single man was very slightly 
behind in paying interest charges.! The 
present government had inherited the 
policy of loans to farmers, but had 
filled the Land Settlement Board with 
party heelers and had discontinued 
giving loans ifor the past three years 
irrigation I^oblems
Regarding irrigation, he had made 
a careful study of problems connected 
with it and had never criticized the 
general water policy of the present 
administration, after the irrigation 
companies had got into financial diffi­
culties. However, it had not been fore­
seen at the time the Water districts 
had been formed that irrigation char­
ges would be twice or even three times 
as much as formerly. The present con­
dition of affairs in connection with ir­
rigation was such that the government 
of B. G. should face it boldly. He per­
sonally made trips to all the nearby 
States, both in 1922 and 1923, in order 
to study the systems of manage.ment 
used there. It had been frankly stated 
to him in the Stiates by irrigation ex­
perts that no one could profitably farm 
or raise fruit and pay the heavy over­
head charges for water which were 
now in existence in B. C., remarking 
that even in the irrigation districts 
across the line, where the charges were 
much less, landowners were finding it 
difficult ito make both ends meet. On 
the other side of the boundary, loans 
were secured from the State for irri­
gation purposes, not on twenty-year 
terms as here but for terms of thirty 
and forty years, entirely without in­
terest charges, the State recouping it­
self in the increased assessed value of 
the land due to irrigation.
After his last visit of inspection to 
the irrigation districts in Washington 
and Idaho he, Mr. Jones, had reported 
what he had learned to the executive 
committee of the water muriicipalitics 
of the Dry Belt artd had formulated 
a plan which had been adopted by 
that body and incorporated into a 
brief which was submitted to the Min­
ister of Lands. Messrs Garruthers, 
Hcggie and Barnes had also gone to 
Victoria, where at first they were told 
that,“the Minister had no time at his 
disposal to see them,” and he, Mr. 
Jones, asked the audience to contrast 
that statement by Mr. Pattullo with 
the remark made by the Minister of 
Public Works, when last in Kelowna, 
that the government was always will­
ing to deal sympathetically with the 
people of the Okanagan Valley. In 
connection with this matter, it must 
be also borne in mind that Dr. K. G. 
MacDonald had never helped on that 
occasion. He, the speaker, had cross­
ed swords with Hon. Mr. Pattullo and 
had stated that the Minister of Lands 
was like a banker who exacted the 
last cent in the matter of interest. Af­
terwards. he had met, Messrs. Gar- 
ruthers, Hcggie and Barnes, who were 
very disheartened by the lack of sym­
pathy extended them, and had told 
them that it would be impossible for 
them to go b&ck home without hav ner 
accomplished something and that half 
a loaf of bread \vas better* than noth­
ing at all. Those gentlemen had there­
fore prolonged their stay in Victoria 
and had gone to the government with a 
modified plan of relief which had ul­
timately been adopted by the Minister 
of Lands. However, he, Mr. Jones, 
would remind every one that this mor­
atorium was only for two years, the 
charges and interest wpre only de­
ferred. This was ,a serious matter 
which had to be faced and the water 
users of this valley must wake up and 
realize the situation. It would be ask­
ed what he and his party were pre­
pared to do in the matter, if returned 
to office, and he could say that they 
would adopt the policy pursued across 
the line, the only one which would 
bring back prosperity, that of lend­
ing money to the water municipalities
moved in the ouse to have an amend­
ment inserted in the> Taxation Act ex­
empting improvements, but this had 
been ruled out of order. He had also 
tried to get the rate of taxation re­
duced ter what it had been formerly, 
one-half of one per cent. Dr. Mac­
Donald’s scheme had been to get the
Select Your Curtain Materials from 
Our New Spring Patterns
tax on fruit trees reduced fifty per 
cent, and he, Mr. Jones, had baclccd 
that up also; and had put the ques­
tion directly to the government in the 
House as to whether that amendment 
to the Act would apply, in 1923. He 
had received “yes” as an answer. Yet, 
both here and ait Pcritict.on, Mr. Oli­
ver later on had stated definitely that 
the amendment would not apply that 
year. In January, 1923, Hon. Mr. Bar- 
row had given out to a convention of 
fruit growers that it would apply. It 
did not apply that year and “thati” 
continued Mr. Jones, “is the class of 
government and Premier you have 
in B. G.”
Touching on the finances of the pro­
vince and the statements rnade recent­
ly at Kelowna by the Minister of Finr 
ance, Mr. jimes made the bald remark 
that the people of B. G. arc now pay­
ing double the amount of taxes paid 
when the Gonservative Party held of­
fice. That party; had^governed the pro­
vince for thirteen ytars without mater­
ially altering the public debt. On the 
other hand, since 1916 the Liberal re­
gime had resulted in increasing the pu­
blic debt from $19,000,000 to $59,000,- 
000. Since the last session of the 
House, further liabilities had been in­
curred, making the net debt now ap­
proximately $65,000,000, an increase of 
over $45,000,000 in seven years. Dur­
ing the last seven years the provincial 
government had handled $105,000,000 
of revenue ' and had borrowed some 
$S8,000',000 so that altogether some 
$163,000,000 had passed through their 
hands. What did the people get for it? 
What were the taxpayers of the South 
Okanagan getting as their share? There 
were no public buildings in t̂he district, 
though Mr. Hart had promised to look 
into that matter whenever he paid the 
city a visit. That gentleman, however, 
had paid a visit to the golf links and. 
the result of the trip, to Kelowna made 
by three members of the Provincial 
Gabinet had been that five spruce trees 
and three lilacs had been planted on 
Bernard in front of- the Road Superin­
tendent’s office. (Loud laughter.) 
The interest the province had to pay 
had gone up from $827,00() to $3,800,- 
000 and was five times the amount 
which B. (3. had to pay during the 
time of Gonservative government. Y«t 
the government had the nerve to come 
to the voters of this constituency and 
ask them for their votes. Hon. Mr. 
Hart could try to mislead the people 
into believing that the finances of B. 
(i;. were in sound condition, but he had 
never been able to reply effectively to 
arguments raised on the floor of the 
House. It would only be by a change 
of government that prosperity could 
return to the. province and that its fin­
ances could be put in proper shape. A 
thorough re-organization of the prov­
incial civil service was essential and if 
the Gonservatives were returned to of­
fice this could be effected.
Regarding the Trans-Provincial 
Highway, that public work would be 
undertaken and made to pay  ̂ for it­
self by a tax on the traffic passing over 
it. It was up to the people of B. G. 
to see that# men were placed in power 
who would safeguard the interests of 
the taxpayers. His . chief, Hon. Mr. 
Bowser, would pay the constituency a 
visit later on and would place before 
them more fully the policy of the Gon­
servative Party, a policy which would 
eventually place B. G. in the front rank 
of the provinces of the Dominion. Mr. 
Jones then resumed his seat amid very 
hearty applause.
Mr. R. L. Mmtland
The chairman next introduced Mr. 
R. L. Maitland to the meeting, and 
that gentleman began his address by 
stating that there were two kinds of 
occasions on which he always disliked 
making addresses, the first being when 
he had to speak to a new audience 
and the second when he had to talk to 
the same gathering a second time. He 
felt at home here because he saw so 
many ladies and his chief, Mr. Bow­
ser, who was more expert on such mat-.- 
ters than himself, had informed him 
that every married woman controlled 
at least one vote but that every unmar­
ried lady might control any number; 
from one to twfenty. He felt some­
what embarrassed by the r^lmarks made 
by Mr. Jones rc the playing of golf by 
politicians, having had the weakness to 
allow himself to be lured jnto playing 
a game since his arrival in the city, but 
felt somewhat comforted by the remark 
made to him that this lapse did not 
signify much as his speech could not be 
rottener than his play. (Laughter.)
Getting down to business, Mr. Mait­
land went on to remark that he did not 
stand on the platform in order to make 
personal attacks or indulge in mud- 
slinging, and that if personalities were 
necessary in politics he hinlself would 
retire from the political field. However, 
public questions arose which necessita­
ted free discussion and the actions of 
men holding public office were natur­
ally open to criticism. He, personally, 
was standing before the meeting to 
call the, orovincial government to ac­
count and to refer to their actions since 
they assumed office. The Liberal Gov­
ernment had given the people of B. G. 
lots of promissory notes in the \v.iy 
of promises and pledges of all ’Kinds, 
and it was the duty of the voters to 
find out if these promissory notes had 
,bccn redeemed.
Partisan Appointments
Mr. Maitland went on to point out 
that in order to find out if the Liberal 
Party kept the promises its leaders 
made when out of office, it was neces­
sary to go back to the year 1916 when 
a wonderfully large platform, ebntain-
A wonderfiji selection of edged and hemstitch­
ed nets and marquisettes;
priced at. per yard ...... . 50c, 65fc and I
Wide range of white and colored border cur­
tain scrims a t ............... 25c and 35c per yar,d
Handsome art sateens, floral patterns, 50c
Old-Tymc worsted sox for , men. Full of honest wcai)' 
and comfort. Ideal for business or sport 6 5  c
wear. This week’s special, per pair
English rnanufacture, per yard 
?-inch reversible curtain materials, 
handsome patterns, per yard 85c &
WORK SHIRTS '
Men I Here is where wc can save you real money, 
Men’s khaki, blue chambray, black sateen and col­
ored cotton shirts, made with yoke, full fitting
generous size, ........... . $ 1 .2 5Saturday Special, each /
NEW DRESS MATERIALS
Men’s Homespun and Flannel Pants, $3.95 
Dark patterns, ihadc with belt loops and cuffs, full
assortment of pockets. $ 3 .9 5
We have just received another shipment of the 
very latest in dress materials. New voiles, 
fancy crepes, ratines'.
Priced, yard i  V
Greater Values Than Ever In New  
SPRING AND SUMMER MILLINERY
$12.75 pattern Hats selling a t ..... . $8..95
Saturday Special, per pair ....
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS, $1.50
Men’p fine percale and Madras shirts, collar attached 
or separate, splendid range of new spring patterns. 
Arrow and W. G. & R. and Tooke’s. Get your sum­
mer supply on Saturday. All sizes. $ 1 .5 0
At the Special Price of
EXTREME SHOE VALUES
Big range of ready-to-wear Hats, $6.50
priced .................. -.......—- $1.95 toi
LADIES’ COATS AT CLEARING PRICES
We invite you to inspect our Quality Shoes for men.
Slater’s finest calf shoes in Oxfords, soft or box toe.
Handsome new spring weight ^
The latest spring styles; medium or <j*0 Q C  
heavy soles. Our price is .....................
Coats selling at ............ -i.......
BEST SUIT VALUES 
Ladies’ Suits of high class materials at our
very low price of ...................  $ 2 5 .0 0
Knitted Suits of silk and wool, in two-tone
effects; Selling at $ 1 5 .0 0
Slater’s bals in the French toe or medium $ 9 .5 0
rounded toe shape. Our prices $8̂ 50 and 
Broadway shoes for young men in half-a-dozcn dif
ferent styles. Bals or Oxfords. AIL Good- $ 5 .9 5
year welts. Priced at ........... $5.75 and
New elk shoes fbr street or orchard wear. $ 4 .9 5
‘Solid comfort.” Our Special, pair ....
Leckic mule shoes, good weight soles, stan- $ 3 .9 5
M EN --S A V E ON YOUR FURNISHINGS
dard screw.'Our price, per pair ............ .
Boys’ canvas shoes with leather soles and toe caps.
Wax sewn, rubber heels, long wearing; $ 2 .7 5
On Sale, per pair .... .
Balbriggan Underwear, '75c. Properly reinforced with
long sleeves and ankle length drawers; 7 5 c
all sizes. A . bargain at per garment 
Watson’s spring needle rib, extra good quality bal­
briggan in combinations or separate $ 1 .9 5
AT OUR GROCERY COUNTER
garments, a suit
You can buy at a considerable sa­
ving for cash, with free delivery
$5.95 A LL WOOL HOMESPUN  
PLEATED SKIRTS NOW
$4.65
Bargains in Serge and Silk Dresses.
Some of the nicest silk as well as wool 
dresses shown by us this season are hav­
ing their clearance now.
French Sardines in olive oil, a tin .... 2Sc
Large tin of Clarke’s Irish Stew, tin 25c 
Heinz ]\^ustard Sauce, Heinz Chili Sauce, 
Heinz Beef-Steak Sauce, at bot. $30c 
Cowan’s Milk Chocolate Animals; all the 
’ boys and girls like them, a box ...; 25c 
Patterson’s satin finish Candy, J;̂ -lb. 25d 
Malkin’s Best Coffee in vacuum sealed 
tins; 2 one-pound tins for ........ $1.25
(Choice cut Macaroni in bulk, 2 lbs.’ 2Sc
“PROVINCIAL ELECTIONS ACT”
South Okanagan Electoral District
NOTICE is hereby given that I 
shall, on Monday, the 19th day of May, 
1924, at the hour of 10 o’clock in the 
forenoon, at my office, Bernard Aven­
ue, Kelowna, hold a Court of Revision 
for the purpose of revising the list of 
voters for the said electoral district, and 
of hearing and determining any and all 
objections to the retention of any name 
on the said list, or to the registration 
as a voter of any applicant for registra­
tion; and for the other purposes set 
forth in the “Provincial Elections Act.” 
Dated at Kelowna, B.C., this 15th 
day of April, 1924.
D. H. RATTENBURY, 
Registrar of Voters, South Okanagan 
Electoral District.
36-4c
ing many planks, had been adopted by 
them. It would be his duty to analyze 
a few of those planks. The first, tak­
en as an example of the promissory 
notes given when in opposition, was 
that of a non-pfirtisan civil service. 
Recently he, Mr. Maitland, had beeri 
reading the old platform and had run 
across this particular plank and, on 
seeing it in print again, had come to 
the conclusion that there must be a 
mistake sppiewhere, for, on looking 
over the names attached, he had found 
the signatures of no Jess than fifty- 
seven people who now held soft 
“cushy” jobs in the employ of the Pro­
vincial Government. (Much laughter.) 
The speaker then went into details as 
to the number of positions secured by 
two families, named Smith and Brown 
respectively, stating, inter alia, that 
no single room in the Hotel Vancou­
ver could accommodate these political 
appointees.
Political Patronage 
Another of the forgotten planks of 
the Liberal Party, the speaker retflark- 
er, was that of “the abolition of patron­
age,” and in this connection Mr. Mait­
land stated that the “big stick” was 
wielded in Vancouver by Mr. J. Wal­
lace dc Beque Farris, the cx-Attorney- 
(jcncral. Those former members of 
the Legislature, Mr. Weart, Mr. Cow- 
pcr\and Dr. McIntosh, who, at times, 
had, sjjown a little independence, were 
stopped from receiving further party 
nominations. A tax had been placed 
on the moving picture industry, and 
he, the speaker, would not state that 
it was not a necessary one, but even 
that tax and the Act covering it had 
been used to prevent the use of Jrce- 
dom of political ,opinion. A political 
heeler had been appointed to adminis­
ter the Act and had been given arbi­
trary power. Those of the moving 
picture prqprictors who had had the 
temerity to show on the silver screen
Empress, Wed. May 14th
THE PLAYERS’ CLUB
,OF"
THE UNIVERSITY OF DRITISH COLUMDIA
PRESENT TH EIR  ,9th ANNUAL SUGCESS
“ The World and His Wife”
A Three Act Drama by Jose Echegaray 
as presented in 16 towns in B. C.
“The highest success they have yet achieved.” Vancouver "Sun.” 
“The acting was good. There was a uniformity that was splendid.”— 
Vancouver “Province.”
“It was a magnificent presentation.” New Westminster “Golumbian.”
Prices - $1.10 and 85c
Seat Sale at Willits’. Doors open 8 p.m. Curtain 8.30
38-lc
T h e  K e l o w n a  C h o r a l  S o c i e t y
Under the auspices of the 
UNITED CHTJRCH ORGAN COMMITTEE 
W ill again present the
“ REVENBE”
“ HIAWATHA’S WEDDINB FEAST’ ’
and other selections, in the 
UNITED CHURCH on
MONDAY, MAY 1 2 th
ADMISSION - - - Adults, 50c; Children, 25c
Tickets procurable from members of the United Church
Organ Committee and P. B. Willits & Co.
37-2c
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Fifteen cento per line, each inoer- 
tion; minimum chaige, 30 ccnti.
Count rjvc!i|,word8 to line.
initial and'group of not
Eacli
more
fiy*;, figurco counto ao
I ,’l , ; ( . I ’ . ' ■ •word.
.Firot insertion: 15 cento per
each additional insertion. 10 
per line. Minimum cliargc
Week, 30 cents. o. < /f ii j,
In COtlmtltint? the cost o£ Cin Cldvcr̂  I '*'''''''*''''0‘t<>>>Mi|itnii(M)|rfnunnnjint̂nMiHt(iMninMimnîMmMt̂iHi»niniitiMiMii|iMn/
‘tisement, subject to the minimum
'Charge ao stated above, each initial, ____ ____
•abbreviation or group of figures not telephone 89.
•^ixcccding five counts ao one word,'
^and five words count as one line. | t OMATO GROWERS, ATTEN-
Mrs. F 
Victoria.
Laxon left on Friday for
One of the old cyc-sorcs of the city, 
the ancient' builtjing used as an office 
I by the local provincial road superin- 
tcndo'rlt, has at last been made sightly. 
The inside Iv - been entirely renovated 
and has been divided off into two 
rooms, giving it a more business-like 
appearance. The outside is also beiiig 
I painted and a small lawn has been laid
AT ARMS WITH
Ttipodiiv fnr front. SO tluit the whole premises^ I tt/Rtar Irinlr in Irsw'iiintr witll 1111-
►care
|now look more i  keepi g ith the im- 
^.assiuy.  ̂ mediate surroundings.
1 ^u 'r  Monday for On Saturday evening a bibulous in-
i..eauc, /,vita. I dividual, who was using bad language
, ......... , Mrs, A. H. Badlcy left for Vancou- on Bernard Avenue, was run m by
If so desired, advertisers may have Lj' iq n  I Your acrc.nge has'been allot- ver on Monday. CorhilAa .4/̂  n nnv I . « « . a i : *«« t........... t... I | tllC
Miss' C. Britton left this 
for McLeod, Alta.
Dr, Mathisdn, dentist. Willits' Block,




Copyright by The Wheeler Syh-
rlie.'itp- Tiie. *dicate, Inc.
I never could quite understand how
/replies addressed to a box number, i êti and your contracts will be ready 
of The Courier, and forwarded | signatures at the Tomato Growers’
Const.able Stoftc and,'on appearing in I Tom Hopkins came to make that bluni
Monday, dcr, for he had been through a wholePolice Court
I to their private address, or delivered 
'on call at office. For this service, add 
.10 cents to cover postage or'filing.
F O R  SA LE—Miscellaneous




NETTED GEM potatoes for feed,
' seed and table use, prices reasonable. 
Thonc 436-Rl. J. W. Hughes. 38-tfc |
Office from May 12th to 17th inclusive. 
All half-share tenants must sign con­
tracts. 38-1 c') ‘ m * •» I
,Keep your eye on Chapin's window 
for Saturday candy specials. 15-tfc
0 0 » ' , j-
GLENMORE 
ASSOCIATION 
Monday, May 12th, will be addressed 
by W. A. Middleton, on “Production
Mr, and Mrs. August Casorso 
cd home yesterday.
Mrs. M. A. Fraser 
morrow for Toronto,
IS
sfime offence on Wednesday, was ar- that evening, and afterwards Pom ran 
. . , I rested by Constable Chaplin and re- up to , my rooms, for a pipe and a chat
leaving I ccived the same sentence. | befot’c going, on to his own luxurious
, Aa i- 1 . 1 I apartments.” I had stcppotl Into the
Mr. and /Mrs. F. J. Foot and chinl other room for a moment when I heard
S f r u i t  GROWERS’ Omt. J, R. MUchcIl of Penticton. I ^^Vi'icd on Thursday from Califor̂ ^̂ ^̂
./R egu lar meeting, paid the city a visit on Friday. where they spent the winter months. .<oh Bi
t . ill hp flreRSC  I . . _ I .I'l._ _i t... __th.>t I , ’ .
FOR SALE—promising Holstein hei­
fer, due to freshen soon. C. W. Dick-
osts.”





Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Stiles, of Kent, 
England, arc guests at the Lakeyiew.
Phone
Mrs. W. Graham-Brown left todajy I
.FOR SALE—H.alf lot and camp, also 
vacant lot, Manhattan Beach. R. W« 
'"Corner, Glcnmorc. 38-lp|
« « •
72 or I for Toronto, travelling as far as Sa 
10-tfc|iuon Arm by c.ir
F or The Beat,
Go To Alagard’s,0 0 0 4S-tfc
at the Oregon border arc very strictly bottle is on the second shelf. Take it 
enforced. Mr. Foot will again act ;is jj, ^ spoonful of [that elixir of cuca- 
. , c.arctakcr at the Aquatic Pavilion this jypjop jt knocks the bitter out.”
_ r. and Mrs. Covcll arc leaving on season, which will be good news to After I came back we sat by the 
Friday for Buffalo, where they will j jjjygoilcs and grown-ups alike. , | fire and got pur brjars going. In
make their home. Mr. F. R. E. DcHarf left yesterday about eight minutes Tom sank back
• FOR SA LE-Shaw  motorcycle, cljain The regular Monthly mcctiiig of the Oliver left this morning for England, where he will represent into a ..
drive, magneto, Complc^ with at- 1. O. D. E. vvill be hcl̂  ̂ on 'lucsday, Moosejaw to visit her son, George, this part of the provinfic at the British I y®”* mcdAC
tachments, good as new. O. K. Cycle May 13th, at/3 O clock at the hornc of Q^ber relatives. Empire Exhibition and give mfor- cabinet and looked.
JSc Sport Store. 3o-2c|Mrs, Leslie Dilworth.^ 38-lc| mation to visitors regarding the fruit j You unmitigated hayseed! I grow-
Mrs. H.'Mabpn, .of the staff of the judustry of the Interior, a matter on I led. Sec what money will do for a 
;ui iiic Hos-1 Workmen’s Compcnsatic*' ri'v-..,! Jol , ■ r.̂
itaf Ladies Afd'will be/held in the | staying at the Lakeview. 
of Trade room on Monday,
I IIIUUUII
-./■ . L , I ^«rs. . iMabpn,.bf t  st ff f t  j str  ui l..v< c -------
-FOR SALEt-TSmglc horse wagon m l erncrgency meeting .of the s-j e on Board, is | .̂ ybich he is exceptionally well posted. I man s brains.
board
good condition, cheap. Write P. 0 . | 
Box 276, or phofte 2<fS‘-R3.
GUNS,’'CAMERAS, GOLF CLUBS, I May 12th, at 3.30 p.m. All those inter-1 on^^°Tuesday
bought and sold. Spurrier’s. 34-tfcjested in our work of supplying linen|«a. returnect on iuesaay from
FO R SALE—Young pigs, $5 each. Al­
so Green Mountain potatoes suitable' 
■for seed, $35 per ton. Thos., Bulman, 
-phone 277-Ll. 37-2c
to the Hospital arc asked to attend, [lengthy yisit to England.
38-lc Miss E, Cummings has taken pas-1 
Tk4- A T •n-.'x t, 1 T A HA- A I sage for Scotland. She sails from Que-
for Glasgow on the 15th.R.C.M., teacher of pianoforte, begs to 
announce that she has removed to the Mrs.
He has handed over his agencies fori There stood! the morphine boulc 
the White Star, Cunard and. other with the stopple out, just as Tom had 
steamship, lines to Messrs. McTavish left it. , „ a/t n
& Whillis, as he expects to be absent I routed out another young M. D. 
from Kelowna till late in the fall. who roomed on tlje floor above, and
, sent him for old Doctor Gales, two
J.'H. Walmslcy, a youth of nin^ecn, gqyjjj.gg Tom Hopkins'has too
pleaded guilty in the City Police Court money to be attended by rising
on Saturday morning to the charge of young practitioners alone.
. . .̂,.r.r.nr \Yhcn Galcs came we put
TRACTOR—Cletrac, Model W, with corner of Richter St. and Harvey Avc., for Liverpool. She will sail from Mon- 
Intcrnational 16x16 disc harrow with j next to Palmer’s Greehhouses. — « — '■i-~ - -  “at—
M Pr,.cfr;n ipnvpc tomorrow M^^ îng stolcn a motor car ^longing W e  ales ca e e t Tom H. Preston leaves tomorrow | G. MePhee on the Thursday Lbrough as expensive a course of treat-
previous. The charge was laid by the ^g jbe resources of the profession
tandem TttachmenV and International!..... . ' '  - ' i  v - - - - - - - -  treal on the s.s. Montrose on p^,j^ ^j^o, on information that pg^mit. After the more drastic remedies
th?ce ?2-inch bottom plow. AlHn firstl A regular meeting of the W. C. ,T. r  ' ' Bic car had been stolem phoned^ma^^
class order. Will sell outfit for $1,400. u . will be held in the classroom of the A lady resident was fined $5 and directions with ^the resiRt that W a ^ - quent doses and strong coffee, and 
Phone 276-LS. Chambers, Rutland. United Church on W ed.,'M ay 14th, costs in the City Police Court last | skjr was arrested on^ Friday^ by ^ r . j  talked  him up and ^o^^
28-tfc|at 3 p.m “
ATTENTION I 15-acre choice dairy 
farm for sale. Easy terms. Protected 
from flood by large dyke. Fred. J .  
■Gillard, Kelowna. 38-2c. 20-tfc
FOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges, 
linoleum, beds, etc., call and inspect 
the la!rge variety at Jones & Tempest.
4-tfc
38-lc I week .for driving her car down Bernard A. Smith, of th/Sm ith  Garage, oi/the L^ggn two of us. Old Gales pinched I
A VP at an excessive soeed road between Vernon and Armstrong, bjm and slapped his face and worked
He was sentenced to three months hard for the big cheque he could see 
A new bridge has been built by the prisonment and was taken ^ e  same jĵ  the distance. The young M. D. from 
provincial brifl"" gang over Ganyo'i afternoon to / Okalla by Constable the next floor gave Tom a most 
Creek on the road to McCulloch. This Chaplin. hearty, rousing kick, and then apolo-|
road is in very good shape just now. An informal meeting of the execu- gized to me.
_ Mr. John Nelson; General Secretary, tive of the Kelowna Fish apd Gan^e
38-lc of the Provincial Party, and Mr. Ken- Protective Association was heldJast
neth Forrest Duncan, M.L.A. for Cow- evening in the/Palace Hotel 
DANCE. _Don't miss the big dance ichan, are staying at the Lakeview. “  ‘m""  W  K.' Gwyer,
in the Rutland Community Hall on Mrs. A. Y. Anderson, of| the President of the Penticton Fish,
Cldb.
Plan to  meet 
your friends at 
C H A P IN ’S  
« « *
A meeting of the Rutland United 
Farmers will be held in the School on 
Monday, May 12th, at 8 p.m.
• *" •
“Couldn’t help it,” he said. “I never | 
kicked a millionaire before in my life. 
I may never have another opportun­
ity.” '
“Now,” said Doctor Gales, after a I 
I couple of hours, “he’ll, do. ■ But keep, 
hini awake for another hour. You can |
FOR SAl e —F ive horse power Scho-
field-Holdeh motor boat engine.^Bar- .. ..........—- - ,
gain. Write No. 368, 'Courier. '37-tic | Thursday,/May 15th^ unde/Jhe^au/|ygj.j^^jj^ .^jjjj^gjgg^^ with Misses Joan | Game and Forest Protective Associ a- j __i
oI the Rutland Athletic Ou . ^jj^gj.gQjj .̂ ĝfg graying at There was a full attendance and do tha,t by talking^ to, him and shaking
PO U L T R Y  A N D  EGGS Music by thê  Seren^^ , the Lakeview, motored home yesterday. Mr. Gwyer explained a number of in- him up occasionally. When his pulse— ----- ---------—-̂-- —-----  Orchestra). Admission, including r^- terestine facts at considerable length, and respiration are normal then let him |
■GHANTECLERS — The renowned freshments: single tickets, $1.00; ĉou- Mn T.^D. Landale, of Ewing's Land- H  ^ ĝs decided that the matter, of call- sleep. I ’ll leave him with you now.”
non-sitting heavy _ breed; splendid I pies, $1.50. ^  ^ , 38-2c | jyjg ' gpgj t̂ the week-end in the city in jjjg^ meeting of representatives of all ^  woe i*.f+ o1ci,ip with Tom. whomj / 
layers. Limited number of settings at 
$2.50. Cress well, R.R. 1, Vernon. 38-2p
EX C H A N G E
delivery, 1921
_____ __________ . .. . d _____________ - “ I as le t alone ,
•  1 I order *̂ to visit his daugtlier, who is a I game'" prote'etiye^ clubs in this part I we had laid on a couch. .He,  lay very
kalsomining. E. J. patient in the Kelowna General Hos- .jjjg interior would be left in his still, and his eyes were half closed. J
' 'hands it being understood that the began my work of keeping him awake 
Sthering would take place here about “Well, old man,” I said, “you ve had





TO  R E N T
FOR RENT—About 400 acres of pas­
ture, well fenced, plenty of water. 
Apply, No. 454, Kelowna Courier.
where he is prepared to turn out first-1 I Elks’ Clubroom last night, /-cj-icrs 1 - ..- -̂ ^
class work. Amateur work finished, as Mr. D. Barton, of the staff of the t^g Provincial Board arid ^on ’t pile it up on you until
it should be, every day. Mail your filrns Royal Bank, has been transferred to ^jgjggate who represented thisjpro- L *1 f̂ g  ̂ ought to have
■ "  ^ 37-4p the Robson St. branch, Vancouver, and^y^ the Dominion Grocers pon- rj, you’re splen-






. -------- —. .  * - ., T> r- I didly qualified to fill prescriptions.
The convention of the .| . Tom looked at me with a faint arid !
FOR RENT—Furnished room, close 
in, board optional. Phone 97. 38-lp |
Ave., Woodlawn. 38-3p
T O  r e n t —Furnished bedroom in 
modern house, close in, board option­
al. No. 453, Courier. > 38-lp
foolish smile.
“B’ly,” he murmured, “I feel jus' 
like a hum’ll bird flyin’ around a jolly I 
lot of most ’shpensive roses. Don’t | 
bozzer rile. Coin’ sleep now.”
And he went to sfeep  ̂in two sec-| 
ends. I shook him by tfie shoulder.
Now, Tom,” I said, severely, “this I 
Won’t do. The big doctor said you
Rutland Community Rally, June 3rd. I O. Harvey of the Vernon branch. [ eration. ___ _____
36t4c I J .. 1 I Association of Retail Merchants, which* ♦ ♦ L The , attendance at the city market Assoc
u n i t e d  FARMERS OF B. C .-  keeps mcreasing^each week. Last Sat- ^  discussed and the President,
- --------------------------------------- _ . . .  re-organization meeting of the El- urday,morning/he stalls were again all L ,  ,  Ball and the Secretary, Mr. A.
TO RENT—5-room house, Cortona- Ugon Log^i y,iil be held in the Ellison occupied, th^ farmers diringing in all p  '  ̂v  appointed delegates to
tion Avenue, near cannery; sback, ggjjQQH^Qygg Wednesday, May 14th, at kinds of produce which they dispose . .  fathering and authorized to ar- 
Woodlawn. George W* Dean, Burne | g p jjj, 38-lc j of very quickly. range for other rhembers of the Kel-
* * * , I The Kelowna Choral Society will a- owna Associatitm to be
A. Wilson, Cash and Carry Market, gain render “The Revenge” and “Hia- there; it being the desire °L , „ l,i. l ...t, _____ -—
has again bought the choice stall fed ^atha’s Wedding Feast” on Monday, ing that as large a must stay awake for at least an hour
Steers of Cameron Bros. 38-lc May 12th, in the United Church, under possible be sent from the Urena a Open your eyes. You’re not entirely
* * ♦ the auspices of the United Church Or- The City Park is beginning to look safe yet, you know. Wake up.” ,
Chautauqua Workers and Committee gau Committee. lovely, the showing of bulbs being es- Tom Hopkins weighs one hundred
‘ - - . n r , .  -J . - .u •. Dpciallv beautiful just now. The large and ninety-eight. He gave me another
On.Moiiday ten residents oi the city bed contains daffodils, narcissi, somnolent grin, and fell into deeper
were each fined $1 and costs tor keep- and tulips which are out in slumber. I  would have made hirii move
‘.."/c “ssl?? " The! ’aUc" S  "It \ M l W?om. n u k ta l a splendid display | abou., but I migb, as well have Iried .0
pay the dog tax. Several dogs have 
been shot recently, being found at large 
without a tag
FOR RENT—Two small, modernflirnicViPrI*




FOR RENT—Furnished housekeeping 
rooms. Apply, No. 455, Courier.
38-lp
W A N T E D  T O  R E N T
W ANTED—Room and board for two,
etcsummer months, on ranch close in; 
modern conveniences. Reply, P.O. Box 
706, City. 38-lp
W A N T ED —M iscellaneous
WANTED—Quiet milk cow, Jersey 
preferred, 4 or 5 years old, for cash. 
Apply, Box 714, Kelowna. 38-lp
WANTED—A Persian kitten. Apply 
to Miss M. Holmes, Box 239, Kel­
owna. o8-lp
WANTED TO BUY—Small  ̂boats 1 
and Evinrude engines. Write. Box] 
452, Courier. 38-tfc
w a n t e d —Ads in this column bring I 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each 
additional insertion, ton cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 cents.
HOUSES TO RENT
6 rooms, fully modern, close to 
schools;
per month ..........  .
5 rooms. Bungalow, fully mod­
ern, close in; $ 3 0
per month
Summer Camp on the Lake
Shore
House and 3 acres at Rutland 
for sale or rent.
FURNISHED- -7 rooms,
fully modern, on the Lake 
shore.
Fully modern House on 
Glenn Avenue.
M cTavish & W hillis
Insurance Real Estate
Mrs. K. F. Oxley and son Harold, 
of Vancouver, are the guests of Mrs 
J. Dayton Williams, Mrs Oxley was 
[ accompanied on the trip from the Coast 
by Miss^ Marion Williams, who had 
undergone an operaiion at Vancouver 
for a fractured arrn.
A meeting of local supporters of the 
Provincial Party was held yesterday, 
but up to the time of going to press 
this afternoon we have been unable to 
ascertain, despite repeated enquiries, 
whether that party will, bring out a 
candidate to contest this riding.
Capt. J. C. Dun-Waters, of Fintry, 
suffered a sad bereavement on Friday 
by the death of his wife after a few 
days’ illness which culminated in a 
paralytic stroke. The deceased lady 
was very popular amid the residents 
on the West side of the lake, and her 
passing is deeply regretted. Interment 
was made upon the ranch.
S IT U A T IO N S W A N TED
SITUATION WANTED as teamster.
Orchard work understood. Phone 
27S-R3. /  ' 38-lp Alloway Ayrshire Farm
Box 246, VERNON
ESTATE OF 
JOHN Wm. SMITH, Deceased
FOR SALE
I have brought into the Okana­
gan Valley my herd of hig pro­
ducing, federally accredited 
AYRSHIRES.
The Directors of the Kelowna Gen- 
I eral Hospital wish to acknowledge with 
thanks the receipt of the following do- 
I nations during the month of April: 
Glcnmore Ladies’ Club, 36 dozen eggSj 
Mrs. Cosens, 12 dozen eggs; Mrs, 
Stubbs, eggs; Mrs. Geen, one jar chcr- 
Iries; Mr. F. J. Coe, two trays; Anony­
mous, per Mr. Willits, $41.00.
Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, in Block 2, 
Map 415 “B,” Osoyoos Divis­
ion of Yale District, B. C.
The property is situated at 
Benvoulin and consists of about 
two acres of land, with dwell­
ing, stable and other biiildings. 
There is also some furniture 
in the house. /
For full particulars apply:
MANTLE & W ILSON, LTD.
Agent for the Administrator.
36-tfc
Ayrshires are the most economical 
producers of britterfat under ordin­
ary farm conditions. They have the 
longest useful life of any dairy 
breed. They make splendid baby 
beef in the grade class. The Ayr­
shire bull will mate well with any 
breed.
The ladies of the Kelowna branch of 
the W . C. T.'U. have arranged a meet­
ing to be held in the classroom of the 
United Church on the afternoon of 
May 14th, which is to be addressed by 
Mrs. G. Tench, who will give an ac- 
I count of the progress of the temperance 
movement in Japan, and at which the 
I approaching beer plebiscite will be 
fully discussed.
of colour. This year the improve-j make Cleopatra’s needle waltz around 
ments to the Park, though not very the room with me. Tom’s^bieathing 
noticeable just yet, have been many became stertorous, and that, in connec- 
and varied. The tennis courts have ] tion with morphia poisoning, means
been re-surfaced and shade trees plant 
ed near them. The courts have, also 
been marked off with metal tape 
Clumps of trees, mostly Norway map­
les, Carolina poplars, beeches, elms and 
w'hite birches, have been planted m dit- 
ferent localities, which will improve 
the appearance of some of the more 
open spaces later on. Cedars, pines 
firs and tamaracks, obtained from the 
headwaters of Scotty Creek, have also 
been placed in odd spots. T.he Fark 
Board has planted Eastern maples on 
some of the streets, in the city, in spots 
where there has hitherto been little or 
no shade, so that altogether its efforts 
to improve the appearance of the city 
have been varied this year.
kNE could not wish for daintier or more 
serviceable frocks if they are made up 
from such beautiful fabrics as we have 
on display.
Splendid colourings in Voiles, Ratines, 
Crepes and Silk Mixtures that make up well 
into dres:^es, jumpers or skirts.
N e w  F o o t w e a r
The favoured styles are so varied that it is 
impossible to describe the many new pumps 
and Oxfords which are ready here for those 
who want new footwear for summer.
Sandals reign supreme and we have a new 
style in beige, elk, brown calf and black patent.
I^rjced at . . . . . . . . . . . $ 5 . 5 0
S a t u r d a y  M o r n i n g  
S a l e  o f  B l o u s e s
A  one-day selling of our most popular mod­
els, including both the dressy affairs as well 
as the more trig tailored types that can be 
easily laundered.
Every blouse in : this offering is specially 
designed with a view to their becomingness 
and may be worn with the new suits whose 
simple lines demand unusually pretty modes.




PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
O f
S C O T T I S H  D A N C I N G
Highland Fling, Reel o’ Tulloch, Sword Dance, etc.,
I am offering at moderate 
• prices a few
YOUNG BULLS
, from exceptional dams. 
______
F. LAWRENCE MITCHELL 
Box 246 ,'Vernon.
38-lc
A certificate of incorporation as an 
I association under the “Co-operative As- 
1 sociatiohs Act” has been granted to the 
Winfield Co-operative Growers, the 
newest Local of the Associated Grow- 
Icrs of B.C. The dcnoriiination of its 
shares is one dollar cacli, and its reg- 
I istcred office is at Winfield.  ̂ The pow­
ers granted under the certificate of in- 
corppfation' are of wide description, 
j covering other branches besides the 
fruit industry.
E. R. PEACOCK 
A Canadian who bos m any fin­
ancial in terests  in G reat B rita in  
and ontll recently .*v d irec to r of the  
Bank of England, who Is to  pldy 
th e  ro le  of Sir John ' a  MacDonald 
th  a huge pageant to  be p u t on a t  
thri B ritish  Em pire Exhib ition  by 
th e  C anadian colony in  London, and 
which w ill fllustrate  th e  coarse , of 
Canadian history.
danger
Then I began to think. I could not 
rouse his body; I must strive to ex­
cite his mind. ‘“Make, him angry," 
was an idea that suggested itself. 
“Good!” I thought; but how? There 
was not a joint in Tom’s armo_ur. Dear 
old fellow! He was good nature itself, 
and a gallant gentleman, fine and true 
and clean as sunlight. He came from 
somewhere down South, where thfey 
still have ideal and a code. New York 
had'charmed, but had. not spoiled, him.
He had that old-fashioned, chivalrous 
reverence for woihen, that.—Eureka!— 
there was my idea! I worked the thing 
up for a minute or two in my imagin­
ation. I chuckled to myself at the 
thought of springing a thing like that 
on old Tom Hopkins. Then I took 
him by the shoulder and shook him till 
his cars flopped. He opened his eyes 
lazily. I assumed an expression of 
scorn and contempt, and pointed my 
finger within two inches of his nose.
“Listen to me, Hopkins,” I. said, in 
cutting and distinct tones, “you,and I 
have been good friends, but I want 
you to understand that in the future m̂ - 
doors are closed against any man who 
acts as much like a scoundrel as you 
have.”
Tom looked the least bit interested. 
“What’s the matter, Billy?” he miit-( opiate 
tered, composedly. “Don’t your clothes 
lit you?”
If I were' in your place,” I wiint 
on, “which; thank God, J  am not,’ I 
think I would be afraid to close my 
eyes. How about that girl yoij left 
waiting for you down among those 
lonesome Southern pines—the girl that 
you’ve forgotten since you came into 
your confounded money? Oh, I know 
what I’m talking about. While you 
were a poor medical student she was 
good cnough.for you. But now, since 
you are a millionaire it’s different. I 
wonder what she thinks of the perform, 
anecs of that peculiar class of people 
which she has been taught to worship 
—the Southern gentlemen? I'm sorry, 
Hopkins, that I was forced to speak a- 
bout these matters, but you’ve covered 
it up sP well and played your part so 
nicely that I would have sworn you 
were above such unmanly tricks.”,
By the pupils of the Scottish' Society’s Dancing Class, 
under the tuition of Miss Graham-Brown, will be held
in the
HALLSCOTTISH SOCIETY’S
T K u r s d a y ,  1 5 t h  M a y
Beginning at 8 p.m.
A Short Programme of Scottish Music will be given.
Mr. J. A. HENDERSON, of Vernon, 
the well-known Scottish dancer, vrill also give an exhibitioiv
ADMISSION 50c; Children half-price.
A DANCING COMPETITION FOR PRIZES
•' will be held in the grounds of the house of
Mr. GEORGE HARVEY, Richter Street, 
on the same day at 3.30 p.m.
Judge - - - Mr. J . A  H E N D E R S O N , Vernon.
Admission, 25 cents; - Children, 10 cents.
Parents of pupils admitted free.
Poor Tom .' I could scarcely keep 
from laughing outright to see him 
struggling against the effe^ct  ̂ of the 
. iate. He was distinctly angry, and 
I didn’t blame him. Tom had a South­
ern temper. His eyes were open now, 
#nd they showed a gleam or tivo of 
fire. But the drug still clouded his 
mind and bound his tongue.
“C-c-confound you,” • he stammered, 
“I ’ll s-smash you.”
He tried to rise from the couch. With 
all his size he was very weak now. I 
thrust him back with one arm. He lay 
there glaring like a lion in a trap.
“That will hold yo^ for h while, you 
old loony,” I said to myself. I got up 
and lit my pipe, for I was needing a 
smoke. I walked around a bit, congrat­
ulating myself on my brilliant idea.
I heard a snore. I looked around. 
Tom was asleep again. I walked oyer 
and punched him on the jaw. He Ipok-
The Suinmerland Poultry Associa­
tion shipped 3,800 dozen eggs during 
the month of April. The output of this 
flourishing concern keeps growing and 
is almost double that of last year.
EA ST K E L O W N A  PO U N D
Pound Notice
Notice is hereby given, under Sec. 
20 of the "Pound District Act,” that
one bay marc, branded white
m
n the
face; one black horse, branded
right shoulder, were impounded i
Pound kept by the undersigned on the 
N.W. Sec. 11, Tp. 26, on Friday, 
the 2nd day of May, 1924.
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IS WORTH A TRIAL.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
credit to hl» community; whilo the 
slacker wlio sits by and lets Iiis fruit 
t^row just us It cjin will get all he de­
serves.
COERCIVE CO-OPERATION
For this reason the guaranteed minl- 
thc most satisfac-
: The Oil Shod j
^  (The House with a Smile) m
G3
G. W. V. A.
Balloting for the election of a mem­
ber to fill the vacancy on the Execu-’ 
tive Committee, caused by the resigna­
tion of Comrade S. Gray, will be held 
on Saturday, May 10th, from 11 a.m. to 
10 p.m. ' .
SUBSCRIBE TO TH E COURIER
iKclowna. B.C., May 2, 1924. 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier,
Dear Sir, . . .
I have read with considerable inter- 
cat the spirited retort of Mrs. Ada 
Gilc.s Graham to tile tl»reat of ostra­
cism of nii grovycra who do not sign 
up with the Associated, and I Imvc 
been advised of similar throats havin;|j 
been made against Independent Ship­
pers who cannot see their way to join 
up with the so-called “Co-operative '
The term Co-operation is indeed mis­
used when applied to . the Associated 
Growers, whose membership has been 
built up mainl^ by sucli' coercive meas­
ures as above. , . . ,
I t  would be well to remjjid them of 
the statement made by Mr. J. M. How­
ard, the only man who can speak from 
a practical standpoint on the advant­
ages of Co-operative marketing and 
whose advice was sought b-y the Presi­
dent of U.S.A., who cajiled him to 
Washington for that purpose. He 
says he, would not have one dissentient 
member in his group, nor would he 
have a contract f6r a longer period 
than 12 montlis, for the reason that if 
any memb'er’ ŵ is dissatisfied he could 
get out next season,,or, if undesirable, 
they could put him dut. This mî n has 
been able to market wheat at an ex 
pense of'only 14.3 cents a bushel as a- 
gainst 23.8 and even as high as 4S cents 
a bushel of other Co-operative organ­
izations.
Surely it is better to have a small 
healthy body than a large unhealthy 
one. A small healthy body has every 
prospect of growing, a large unhealthy 
body points only to the grave, and this 
I think will be the destiny of such a 
Co-operative (?) as we haye here, 
built as it was on coercion and fostered 
by lies.
To my mind there can be no better 
ideal than to have the shippers, as in 
our early days, competing one with an­
other as to who can give the best pric' 
and best service to the grower. It is 
the only fair wa^ in this:—-the grower 
who takes a pride in producing the 
best fruit can commarid the best price, 
can always be sure of selling and is a
mum price is by far .. 
tory. Thc^gr«|vcr can get payment on
... ....... . ....  crop on the iStjli of
the month following delivery of his
‘this basis
t  t.. ..... ........ —----- - ,
fruit, which is weighed when delivered 
This method keeps a constant flow 




UVMVjr s-.-w ........ . —
grower" needs It to meet wages and
iii ................
VisiUng Company Gives
Presentation Of Gilbert and Sulli­
van’s Popular Operetta
hills, or as soon as the fruit begins to 
flow into the packing houses, and the 
fact that he has agreed to accept a 
price insures him against “red-ink
To my mind, the future welfare of 
this Valley depends entirely on getting 
back to this competitive system, and 
however much the Association increas­
es its mcmbcr8hip"by coercion, even if 
it be 100 per cent, it must remember it 
cannot coerce the people of the Prairies 
to buy at prohibitive prices.
A lot of futile talk is going around 
on “Priciv Control.” This is a matter 
that coula and should be entirely m the 
hands of the grower, who should re­
fuse to sell his fruit at any price less 
than that which Will give him ap ad­
equate return for his labor. This he is 
entitled to." This is the only Control 
worth considering,  ̂ .
Mrs. Giles Graham is to be admired 
for the lioble stand she is taking in the 
cause of freedom which every true 
Britisher loves, and I am of the opin­
ion that real happiness and prosperity 
will no.t come to tips Valley until we 
have learned to think in other terms 
than dollars and cents, and more along 
the lines of service to humanity. Per­
chance then we may be better serving 
Him whose service is perfect freedom.
Thanking'you in advance, Mr. Ed­
itor, for your courtesy of publication, 
I am, Sirj
Yours very truly,
' ■ , SIDNEY H. OLD.
Considering the fact that, very few 
members of the Sunimcrland Operatic
Society had ever faced thi? footlmhts 
before this season, the staging of H. 
M. S. Pinafore" by tlnit aggregation of
musical talent last Monday night, in
cflcthe Empress Theatre, re ects more 
than ordinary credit on thosg responsi­
ble for its production as, though greet­
ed by a comparatively siiiall au^dicncc, 
a decided success was scored. In fact, 
directly after the opening chorus it was 
evident that the audience was highly 
appreciative aiid this was doubtless 
noticed by the entire cast and helped 
them to give an excellent rendennjg of 
the best-known of all Gilbert and bul-
**^Thc t^cme of “H.M.S. Pinqfore” is
so well known that jt would be super- 
flubus to describe it, suffice it therefore 
to say that all the old familiar charac-
ters were well, represented, the singing, 
' if f‘
TH E W ESTSIDE ROAD
PLANTING TIME
IS HEEE !
BE SURE TO PLANT A FEW  ROSES. 
Our new stock just in,'and in prime condition.
HYBRID TEAS
Admiral Ward, Covent Garden, Hadley, Lieutenant Chaure, 
all crimson. Gen. McArthur, Gruss un TepHtz, scarlet. 
Jonkeer J. L. Mock, ; Mad Abel Chatenay, ’ Mad Segond 
Weber, Mrs. Chas. Russell, Ophelia, pink. Margareth 
Dickson Hamill, Mrs. Aaron Ward, Sunburst, Mad Ed. 
Herriott, yellbw. K. A. Victoria, white.
CLIMBING
' American Beauty, red. Dr. Van Fleet, flesh. Silvermoon, 
white. Emily Gray,, yellow. Gloirp Dijon, fawn. Excelsa, 
red. Dorothy jerkins. .
BABY RAMBLERS
Edith Cavell, dark red. F. J. Grootendorst, bright red. Or­
leans, cerise. White Orleans. Queen Wilhelmina, pink. 
Prices from 7Sc to $1.00 each; $7.50 to $10.00 per dozen.
RICHTER STREET GREENHOUSES
Phone 88 38-lc
Kelowna, B. C., May 7, ,1924. 
The Editor, , :
The Kelowna Cpurier. ,
Dear Sir, , .
I noticed in your last issue your cor­
respondent from /Wilson’s Landing 
quoted a remark made by my husband 
regarding the road on this side of ̂ the 
lake. It is quite wrong to call, it a 
road, it is nothing but a horse trail 
most of the way from Bear Cfeek 
Ranch to Nahun, and a dangerous 
trail at that, It is supposed to be the 
highway to Vernon for this side of 
our lake but what a highwayl
l am fully aware of the fact that we 
cannot expect to have as good roads 
in Canada as in the U. S. A., for we 
have not the population, but surely we 
have the right to demand that our 
roads be at least' safe. In one place 
there is a straight drop of over one 
hundred feet to the lake and a cut 
bank on the other, the edge of the 
road ■ is soft gravel and the ■ cut bank 
has slid down over the road. The <wly 
thing that saved us from a very serious 
accident was the fact that my husband
especially that o  the choruses, was ad 
mirable and the instrumental accom- 
paniment first-class^ so that altogeth­
er those who failed to take m this pro- 
duction b y . the Summerland amateurs 
missed a real*musical treat. '
Of the leading members of the cast 
only one was a familiar figure on the 
local stage, Mr. G. C. Benmor^p, who 
took the part of the Rt. Hon. Sir Jos­
eph Porter, K.C.B., a role which suited 
him to perfection. His niannerisms 
and acting' were entirely those of a 
First Lord of/the Admiralty, a theor­
ist on matters nautical, who had never 
been at sea., His singing was also good 
and he made a hit directly he appeared 
on the stage. Mr. J. O. Steves, as the 
commanding officer of H.M.S, Pina­
fore,” gave a fine interpretation of the 
character. His acting was unusually 
good and his style of singing cultivat­
ed. “Ralph Rackstraw,” a very diff^ 
cult role, was excellently taken by 
Mr. Ben Newton, who has a high ten­
or voice" of great sweetness and 
strength and who sang the hard pass­
ages with ease. All his solos were rap­
turously encored. Mr. Frank Mossop, 
as the “Boatsvvaih’s Mate”, and Mr 
D. L. Sanborn^ as the “Carpenter f 
Mate,” gave a first-class rendering p: 
those parts, while Mr. J . . C. Clements, 
as “Dick Deadeye,” the villain of the 
piece, was, unusually good. The role of 
“Hebe,” the First Lord’s cousin, was 
well sung and acted by Miss iUma 
Lott and that of “Josephine^’ the Cap 
tain's daughter, was exceptionally wel 
taken by Miss Carol E. Graham, who 
as “a lass who loved a sailor” was ex­
tremely pleasing. Her sweet sopranc 
voice was heard to great advantage anc 
her acting was charming. The part of 
Little Buttercup,” taken by. Mrs.had complete control of o^r .car and j j
stepped on the gas,at ,ha cnt.^
meht. In another place,, where logging.......... .... — - r -— ’ . J heine such as to captivate the audience
operations are. being carried, o , . from the start her low contralto voice road was cut out. completely, .making from^the
W H A T  IS  S O N T R O L ?
We are prepared to consider any scheme where­
in we can be shown that the returns to our growers 
will not be reduced to the level of the big percent­
age, as happened last year.- If all the fruit were to 
pass down the same channel and get into the hands 
and be marketed by the same people who sent prac­
tically nothing back to the large percentage of gro­
wers last season, disaster then would befall 100% 
instead of 80%. The important feature is, “who 
would distribute the fruit” and which is vital to j 
every grower but is being kept secret.
it necessary to fill the cut with bran 
ches and rocks before we could at 
tempt to cross. With a little expen 
diture, this road could be made quite 
safe and we on this side pf the lake, I 
feel, are entitled to a through road to 
Vernon, Kamloops and, we: hope very 
soom Vancouver.
Might I also draw the attention 
•those in authority to the very lax wa3 
in which the residents of Kelowna and 
district give the road signals? Because 
our city may not be quite the size O : 
Vancouver, it is no ^reason why we 
cannot indulge in just as serious acci­
dents, and road signals are just as 
necessary U^^he city large or small 
We were driving down Bernard Aven 
ue shortly after three o’clock last Fri 
day afternoon when a good lady star 
•ted out from the curb in front of the 
.Bank of Montreal, swung her car dir­
ectly in front of us without giving a 
signal of any description and went 
gaily oh her way up Bernard Avenue 
Very few seem to consider it necessary 
to signal before stopping or taking a 
right or left turn. \Ve will soon have 
our usual flow of tourists passing 
through Kelowna and this lack of the 
proper “rule of the road” may lead to 
dangerous results, as other cities en­
force the law and fine heavily if not 
kept. A brilliant idea—why not fine 
those who are remiss, help finances, 
and make our roads safe from fool 
driving,” as tKey call it “ down South?
Yours truly,
EDITH D. BIRKS JAMES.
_ and actingv being both very pleasing 
_ "Miss Myrtle Walden, as the “Midship 
man,” also filled her part very virell in 
deed.
As to the chorus consisting of the in­
numerable relatives of the First Lore 
and many able seamen and marines, it 
would not be out of place 'to say that 
it was Wonderful for an aggregation of 
amateurs, for not only were the many 
choruses well rendered but all on the 
stage appeared to be at home in their 
surroundings, so that the entire picce 
went with a swing from start to finish. 
Practically every chorus and solo was 
encored, in fact, if the audience had had 
its way, the entire opera would have 
been sung twice. However, though 
generous in the extreme in the matter 
of repeats, it was not found possible to 
always respond to the hearty, and at 
times boisterous, applause with which 
each item was greeted.
During the interval between the acts,
GYROS DID NOT DISTURB
SALVATION ARMY
BEWARE of the peddlers and meddlers call­
ing on you with paper and pencil. These disciples 
of the doctrine of “Might (the eighty per cent) is 
Right”, of “Coercion” and “Force”, who have no 
knowledge whatever of facts or conditions as they 
really exist, are boosting for the concern that may 
be eighty per cent strong in numbers and certainly, 
for the Big Jobbers, but 90% weak in monetary 
results to the grower.
THE MINIMUM GUARANTEE SYSTEM








,/ Having heard alleged from a number 
of sources that the party of Gyros who 
were advertising their Whirl on Sat­
urday evening last caused some dis­
turbance to the divine service being 
held on the street by the Salvation 
Army, I would like to take this-op­
portunity of pointing out to the-pub­
lic that such was not the case. We 
heard nothing of the masqueraders urt. 
til after the Benediction had been., pro­
nounced, and I later passed the re­
mark several times how polite it was 
of them to wait until the Army ser­
vice was concluded.
Trusting you will find space to pub­
lish this in order that the work of the 
Kelowna Gyro Club may not be hurt 






Mr. J. J. Atherton rfiade a short speech 
thankinĝ the audience for the 
reception given the . Summerland 
amateurs and stating that it was Owing 
to the visit to Summerland of the 
Kelowna Theatrical Society last year 
that the former hadvdecided tp epiulate 
the success of the Kelowna vocalists 
in producing “The Pirates of Penz­
ance”. At the close of the perform­
ance “Rule Britannia” was sung by the 
assembled company and the audience 
and then, owing to many repeated 
cries of “producer,” Mr. G. C. Ben 
more appeared before the curtain. He 
could not be prevailed on to make a 
speech, however, and the evening’s en­
tertainment was concluded by the sing­
ing of the National Anthem. « ^
The visit of the Summerland Oper 
atic Society to Kelowna and their per­
formance of “H.M.S. Pinafore” reflect 
great credit on the amateur vocalists 
and musicians of that community, es­
pecially on those whose hard work con 
tributed so much to the success at 
tained, Mr. G. C. Benmore, who not 
only* sang one of the leading roles but 
also acted as stage manager, and Mr. 
G. W. Cope, ..who as musical director 
and scene painter, helped greatly in 
making the production a really excel­
lent one.





Famous physician e x ­
plains hoNy modern ways 
of dress are ruining both 
health and beauty of mo­
dern women. A startling 
article of absorbing inter­
est to every women.




The Dqminion Fruit Commissioner 
has secured some interesting informa­
tion from wholesale dealers, in the 
leading marketing centres as to var­
ieties of apples most in demand in dif­
ferent parts of the Dominion. The re­
sults of the canvass indicate that Mc­
Intosh and Spy rank first and second 
aS the most popular apples. In the 
opinion of the trade, McIntosh Iciids in 
British Columbia. Alberta, .Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and Quebec. Spy is 
supreme in Ontario and Prince Edward 
Island, and Gravenstein in New Bruns­
wick and Nova Scotia. .
In all, some seventeen varieties are 
mentioned. If we omit McIntosh, 
which is narfied in all the provinces 
save Nova Scotia and Prince Edward 
Island, we find, in a general way, the 
prairies favour varieties extensively 
grown in British Columbia, including 
Wagener, Wealthy, Winesap, Delicious 
and Jonathan, while the eastern prov 
inccs incline to Spy, Gravenstein, Bald­
win, with King, Greening, Fameuse, 
Duchess, Red Astrachan, Sweet-Bough 
and Bishop's Pippin also named.
It must not be assumed that demand 
constitutes the sole consideration for 
the grower to take into account in 
making a selection of varieties to plant. 
Naturally, climate, soil, growing sea­
son, and proximity to rnarkets arc the 
prime considerations, and have an im­
portant bearing on the profitableness 
of any-variety.
/
Shah of Persia is modern 
N e r o .  While Persian 
throne tdtters, pleasure­
seeking ruler dissipates on 
gay Riviera. The vices of 
royalty unmasked in an 
unusually frank article.
Saving Our Western Timber
How forests on the Weist- 
ern Coast are protected 
from being ravished by 
the fire demon.
How modern science uses 
aeroplanes and costly in­
struments to detect and 
put out forest fires.
Stenographer to Stage Star
How Beautiful Ann Hard­
ing dodged dozens of 
' beaux and left her type­
writer to become one of 
Broadway’s most scintilla­
ting ornaments.
The intimate story of this 
jamous young actress re­
vealed for the first time.:
Famol Praises Western Girls
Jeffrey Farnol, celebrated 
British author and famous 
literary critic, rayes over 
independence and beauty; 
of New World girls.
“I take off my hat to A-. 
merican arid Canadian' 
girls every time and in e- 
very place I see them—-I: 
am amazed^—amazed be­
cause of their frankness, 
naturalness and simplici- 
tyj” said Famol.
Read his fascinating arti­
cle in Sunday’s Sun.
Everything Women Liko
Latest news and notes of 
the world of fashion; new 
recipes and appetizing me­
nus for the week, beauty 
chats and household hints 
in aburidance, are includ­
ed in next Sunday’s Sun*. 
Don’t miss them.
The Canadian Public School
“The public school is the 
hope of the future, in^it 
the leaders of the future 
are being reared today,” 
says a smashing full page 
illustrated editorial on the 
influence of the public 
school on the develop­
ment and progress of the 
Dominion.
THURSDAY. MAY 8th, m i . i
Eight Pages Of Comics
The kiddies think Sunday 
Sun funnies are simply 
wonderful. There are 8 
pages of them every Sun­
day, including the Gumps 
and Gasoline Alley.
1
O k a n a g a n  L o a n  a n d  I n v e s t m e n t  
T r u s t  C o m p a n y
FOR SALE
Fully bearing Orchard together with a well built house, garage 
with cement floor. Implement or packing shed and cow stable.
The Orchard, half of which is 18 years old, and half 14 years 
old, is in splendid shape, seeded to hairy vetch, and easily irrigated.
The varieties arc:-
Mclntosli Red i........... 120 trees
Delicious .................— 55
Yellow Newtown ....... 75
Winter Bananas ..... 45
Cherries ........................ 45
Other varieties ............  23
9f
99
Jonathan  ............. 250 trees




Cra s  ......................  45 ”
Italian P runes............. . 23 ”
/
The estimated yield for 1924 based on past two years' record is 
5,0Q0 packed boxes, exclusive of chirrica and prunes.
The Orchard will be sold at a bargain price, and is well worth 
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MAY 9th and 10th
Just an old rag doll, but the 
most valuable toy .in the 
world, soiled and faded, but 
concealing diamonds valued 
 ̂ at $200,000. The crooks were 
hunting for the child. A 
world of entertainment ' in 




Sat. Mat., 3.30, 10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 an'd 9, 20c and 35c
;
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MAY J2th and 13th 1




AN EXTRA SPECIAL AT USUAL PRICES
A real treat for Kelowna’s Theatre-going Public ........ 20c and 3Sc
Remember the time, place and price.
Also the Comedy, “ A SAILOR’S L IF E ”
Evening, One Show Only, 8.15, 20c and 3Sc
WEDNESDAY ONLY, MAY 14th
The University Players
in the
“ WORLD AND HIS W IFE ”
B B B B B B;SB' B Bt' B 'B  Q B B B B-
m
DON’T FORGET MOTHER
ESPECIALLY ON SUNDAY, MAY Ilth .
Appropriate of that day and occasion we have
Sweetest Maid Chocolates
Assorted fancy centres.
With each box is a neatly decorated, glass framed verse—
— MOTHER —
“To one who taught me all that is good, » 
And all that is best and true, —
I send good wishes and best love,
For that one, dear Mother, is you.”
This little remembrance will be greatly appreciated by that 
dear mother of YOURS.
B. WILLITS & CO
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS 
SERVICE —
YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W ILLITS ”
m i  J ®
’.I I
-k îlil
/ '„  . ....... ............... ..........
>■
THURSDAY, MAY SUi, 1924. THE K«EX.OWNA COURIER AND OI^NAGAN ORCHARDISX RAOR SEVEXi
It
L'SSUM . You VB
h e r e
I, W h i l e ,M B  a n ' 
0GANS ^GOSS TO 
*TH6  0 A11l ., G-AME ,
DOMT KNOW
GAME A rr r
v v ^  Ha v e
YiME EXPLAIN
I T ^
' • . f
L i t t l e  J i m m y —  “  A 3  A  F a n  H e ’ s  A  B e a r ”
P I C K  U P  V f e R
&
P e e t  A m * 
S L I D E  1
M A K E  I T  A  i .





B̂Aniw ScHviga. tw9iti I Sa!tAiEi$ybt4
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
ELLIS ST. iPhone 354
FLOUR and FEED STORE
AH descriptions of Poultry and 
Stock Food.
'Wc Imve just the right filing 
for the Baby Clucks. Sold by 
the sack or pound. Try a pack­
age and sec the good results. 
We jire aKoiits for SPRAYIDE, 
the latest and best yet as an Insec­
ticide and Fungicide. Use it and get 
rid of your garden and orchard 
pests. '
“Our Best” Flour (g Q  
a sack .... ...........
Open Saturday Night. Free City 
, Delivery. - •
GLENNORE
Fntliet: ''Here’s a telegram I’lom Jack,. He’s been hurt at foot­
ball.”
, Mother: ”What does he say?” . '
Father: '♦'Nose broken—how shall I have It set—like mother’s 
again, or like your’B for a change?” '
r —From London Opinion. '
IT amatco
Jia^^^glZOM^^gyENgeypANErSlf
Mrs. McClympnt -is substituting at 
the School for Miss Phyllis Teague, 
who underwent a slight operation on 
Wednesday.
Mrs, A Loudoun underwent a suc­
cessful operation at the Kelowna Hos­
pital on Tuesday.
, * * *
Mrs. S. Pearson is improving slowly.
The election for Water Trustee on’ 
Saturday last roused considerable in­
terest, 78 votes being polled. The en­
trance of a second catMidate, Mr.'Ray­
mond Corner, some tirne after the first 
candidate, Mr. George iBplton, had en­
tered the field, made the position an 
awkward one and several would,have 
been glad of two votes, as both candi­
dates were absolutely acceptable to 
them. Where support had, been pro­
mised to the first candidate, this sup­
port was faithfully given, even when 
it gave the returning officer the un­
pleasant duty of giving the casting 
vote, ;owiiig to both candidates receivr 
ing 39 votes. Voting is close soirie- 
bipes in Glenmore but this is the first 
"tie” recorded. One vote has separa­
te^ candidates before.. Many water us­
ers, we think “ all” would be the better 
word, will welcome Mr- Corner into 
the field in 1925.
iti' ■
K EEP CODLING MOTH OUT 1
(By B. Hoy,^Assistant District 
Horticulturist)
Though Codling Moth has been 
known in the Okanagan Valley R>r 
more than ten ycar^, it has not, so far, 
become'a general pest: a great many 
fruit growers have never seen one. 
This state pf affa
SPANISH DRAMA IS DONE
INTO M A ^  LANGUAGES
University Players Select A Play That 
Has Been Staged Widely Through 
out The Globe
Tie Uni\>ersal Wallboard**
T h e ' F i n i s h e d  I n t e r i o r
There is something so positively delightful about a panelled 
rooml Lamatco makes it easily possible to have a repfica of expen­
sive hardwoods at a very reasonable outlay. May we tell you how?
For natural grain panelling use Lamatco Finishes and get per­
fect results. »
Miss Mary_ Ritchie has been spend­
ing her vacation with her parents, Mr, 
and Mrs. R. Ritchie.- #
_Once more the 'Mills house is occu 
pied—by a , Jap and his wife.* * *
One of our ranchers, looking for 
help this week, had to be content with 
a Chinaman, though he said he could
have engaged a white man if he could^'the sooner this is generally realized by
have provided accommodation for him.
For Sale By '
LECKIE HARDWARE LIM ITED, Kelonila, D.C.
Manufactured By
Laminated Materials Co., Ltd., 
New W estminster, B. C.
In . our report of , the Ladies’ Club 
meeting of April 22nd, we omitted to 
mention the Egg Shower from the Sun­
day School and Club. Over thirty-six 
dozen were contributed and sent to the 
Kelowna Hospital.
♦ * ■ •
,T • • 't*'Irrigation water became available on 
Tuesday, and a large number: of ran­
chers took advantage of it. Now 'is 
the time to make use of the - flood 
water.
Mr. ,W. MacLachlanj the Receiver 
of the Central Okanagan Lands Com­
pany, came into town this week. Mr. 
MacLachlan has been visiting Glen­
more, accompanied by Mr. W. Adams 
and Mr. Cushing.
• * * '«
William Faversham lia.s styled "The 
World and His Wife” the best con- 
irs is extremely fort-I structed play in which he hhs acted in 
uiiatc, and is not enjoyed by any other thirty years on the stage. .Because of 
district on the continent that has been its high merit,' this drama has been 
producing fruit on as large a scale for chosen by the Players’ Club of The 
as many years as the Okanagan. Many Huiversity of British Columbia for its 
do not realize it, but should they make ninth annual performance at the Em- 
a study of fruit growing conditions in press, on Wednesday, May 14, at 8.30 
the large producing sections of the P-ni.
United States and Eastern Canada, The play is from the pen of.,. Jose 
they, would at once be impressed with Echegaray,-the famous statesman and 
the enormous losses caused by this in- draniatist of Spain, who died during 
sect-—the most serious insect pest of the receilt war. A classic in it^_otvn 
the apple and pear. A loss of twenty- country, this gripping c)rama has "been 
five per cent in most), of these districts produced in many languages; Sir John 
is not at all exaggerating thq serious- Martin Harvey introduced it to Eng- 
ness of this pest. Besides this tremen- bsh playgoers, and Faversham played 
dous loss of fruit, there is the added »t most successfully in the States. It 
cost of contrtil measures. make serious derpands oh the abil-
Tlie Okanagan has been kept free of kies of the U^ B. C. players, .but care- 
Codling Moth through the prompt and *“1 rehearsing assures a noteworthy 
effective measures taken by the Pro- performance. ' The cast includes Betty 
vincial Department of Agriculture. Somerset, who makes her last appear- 
While to date the measures employed I ®*’ee in Varsity diramaticsi; Alfreda 
have been effective, Codling Moth cOn_ I Berkeley and Avis Pumphey. The 
trol is becoming a more difficult and played by Messrs,
expensive task each year. Peter Palmer and H. N. Cross, while
When the trees were younger and Tommy T ^lor and Fraser
quarantine areas fewer and smaller, the complete the CTst. '
Codling Moth was eradicated from Two sets of new scenery are being 
some of our districts, but it was no I As the
sooner cleaned out of one place than J^Yaid in fashionable circles in
it was found in another. At. the present ^tlcntion has been be-
time there are four separate jnfesta- ‘̂ o®.tbmes. Some^ of
tions in the Okanagail, some of them I ^rc. the latest importations from 
including hundreds of acres. Just how j ^*'^®; secured through the co-operation 
rhany years, will pass before it will be{°.^ a leading Vancouver firm. Attrac- 
cohsidered by gVoWers generailly a beautiful cresses and in.-̂
pest to be dealt with, is difficult to pre- acting combine in making
diet; but the indications now are t h a t a n d  His Wife an excep- 
Codling Moth is with us to stay, and pleasing entertainment.
all concerned the better. ' '  I Tbe .Cariboo road
There is no doubt that if the s e r i o u s - f o r ^ m o t o r  cars ̂ 11 the way f̂ ^̂  
ness of the pest could be properly im- Quesnel, the snow on the
pressed on the minds of fruit growers. haying disappeared. Owing-- -  -•  - - - ^  - - ' to  the construction of th^ P. G.' E.,
ever become an ;established pest in the
WESTBANK Waldron’ s
Mr7 L. Fotherstonhaugh left for the | 
Coast on Friday.
A * 4i
Mrs. Laing and the children left on 
Tuesdau to join Mr. Laing at High] 
River, ‘Alta.
Mr. D. Hostcri who has been appoin­
ted manager of the Westbank Co-op- 
ycatiyc Growers’ packing house for the 
coming season, has been here for the I 
past week. * 4i '«
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
Mr. K. P. Kcclcr left for the Elli-| 
son district last week.
Last Saturday afternoon, the Rut­
land girls’ basketball team played the 
local quintette. Two of the Rutland!
iris missed the ferry and consequent- 
y were not present. This weakened I 
their tcjxm considerably and the West-| 
bank girls won an easy victory.• • *
Mr. Thacker is busy training the] 


















A large number of those interested! 
in the political campaigriT met at the 
Schoolhouse on Monday night. Mr. 
H. B. Ewer, president of the local 
Liberal-Conservative Association, .cal­
led the meeting to,order and exj^iained 
the agenda of the evening. It was 
thought advisable to reorganize our 
ocal association, to elect officers and 
choose delegates to attend the nomin- j 
ating convention for the South- Okan­
agan member, to be held in Kelowna! 
jin May 8th. The following were el­
ected as officers: President, Mr. R. A. | 
Pritfchard; Vice-President, Mr. J. M. 
Jones; Secretary, Mr. G.' E. Brown;I 
iSxecutive: Messrs. W. Brown, A.
i Drought and W. Thacker. Messrs. W.
Gore and R. A. Pritchard were el- j 
ected dHegates to the convention.
If you get your milk 
from us it is 
CLARIFIED  
; before you get it. The 
only clean milk. 
NINE V  
QUARTS . $1.00
PHONE 151
Okanagan Valley. At the present time, | utilized in wmter time, though in 
the percentage of infestation is sQ |. ® k keeps
a id e d  b y  a  b r u s h ,  a  l i t t l e  t im e ,  a n d  a  
c a n  o r tw o  o f  S tep h e n s*  p a in ts ,  s ta in s  
o r  v a rn ish —
W ill makfi jhet Home doubly inviting
Yoili’ve no idea how much you can accomplish for ' 
a merely trifling expense—imtil you try it,
E A S Y —A N D  S O S A T I S F A C T O R Y
if you get the right paint products to start with; . 
and don’t try to finish fence posts and furniture 
from the same can.
^ 4
The finest wall finish you can 
apply, is
S I L K S T O N E
FLAT WALL COLOURS
Used in the finest mansions or 
humblest cottage. Their 
soft shades harmoixize with 
any decorative schem e. 
They can be washed again 
and again, and hold their 
freshness indefinitely.
Election whispers are in the air and 
I the first guns of the campaign have 
started booming. A number from 
Glenmore took in the meeting on Tues- 
[ day evening at Kelowna. Was it be­
cause “ladies were specially invited” 
that there was very little smoking? 
For this reason the meeting was de- 
cidedly more pleasanf^ for those .at­
tending, and certainly far better for 
the speakers.
It is well to hear both sides to avoid 
'narrow views and one-sidedness. 
Unfortunately, wrth rare exceptiohs, 
the speakers stress the faults of omis­
sion arid commission, ignoring any 
beneficial legislation enacted during the 
term of office: No one party has the 
monopoly in good legislation, neither 
! is the party criticized deserving of all 
the criticism levelled at it. The gener- 
I al misrepresentation of facts, the half 
truth which is worse than ailie, and 
[ the mud slingiqg so prevalent in no 
w'ay bring betterment to our fair pro­
vince or country. These only cause 
fair-minded people to feel disgusted
with srich tactics and take little inter­
est.. ■ ' '
Thinking men and women who fol­
low politics with an open mind, endea­
vouring to get the true perspective of 
things, will in~-:time lift politics from 
the present low level into a higher
plane in this province. A helpful cri­
ticism, a pulling together and , the 
choice of representatives by both par­
ties in whom the public can have faith, 
will help towards this uplift that will 
benefit the province and , nation.
Ht)w many of our young people; yes, 
and how many who exercise the fran­
chise, know the principles for which 
each party stands?, Never was there 
more necessity for.those young in the 
iranchise to study diflFcrent shades of 
opinion and weigh the pros and cons. 
Have we a broad, enough minded spea­
ker Avho will undertake to explain the 
principles for w'hich each party stands? 
Some will remember a political pic- 
txirc postcard w hich^ depicted several 
politicians in one bed, so many that 
when one tprncd they all had to follow 
suit. Underneath was the statement: 
‘When father says turn, ’wc all turn.” 
Times have changed since father’s 
view point was faithfully held by all 
and rio one dare dissent.
What is a Liberal-Conservative? It 
sounds somewhat misleading to mere 
beginners. Whigs, Tories, Liberals, 
Conservatives, Radicals, Liberal-Union­
ists, a ir have a familiar sound and the 
good o)d straightforward party name 
"Cbnscrvativc” still , sounds good to 
our ears.. Why camouflage it?
small it is almost negligible. “With this | "’Cc^sing. 
knowledge, also the knowledge that 
-it is universally agreed by aople grow 
ers and entomologists that the Codling 
Moth is the most serious insect pest of 
apples, most people should be conviric. 
ed of the advisability of adopting those 
’methods that will hold this serious pest 
in check. If every apple grower would 
include a couple of the recognized Cod 
ling Moth sprays in his spraying pro­
gramme each year, there is no doubt 
that it would materially assist in pre 
venting the Codling Moth from spread­
ing and becoming firmly established in 
the Okanagan.
Dependence on the Government qua­
rantine is not enough; too much reli­
ance, owing to success in the past, is 
placed , on these measures. With the 
larger-acreage, larger trees, and larg­
er tonnage of fruit than in former 
years, eradication and even control is 
very much more difficult. While cer 
tain quarantine measures will help in 
the control of Codling Moth, if this 
pest is to be held in check, more spray­
ing with poison sprays will have to be 
done. The calyx spray and cover 
I sprays needed for Codling Moth con­
trol also hold in check other leaf-eat­
ing insects such as Bud-moth and Les­
ser Apple Worm. These two insects 
account for much cull fruit.
Now is the time to begin spraying 
for Codling Moth; not after it has be­
come firmly established in every or­
chard and has commenced to endanger 
your crop. To wait until it has be­
come general throughout the district 
before commencing to spray is poor 
business. We have enough Codling 
Moth now .to consider it one of our in­
sect pests, and vvarrant each grower to 
spray for its control. /
Mri Ross Johnston, of the staff of 
the Fruit Inspection Branch of the 
Dominion Department of Agriculture,
has -been appointed representative in 
B-.C. for T. L Poupart and L. &’H,
Williams & Co., British fruit-import- j 
ing firms.
IN T H E  SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
"COMPANIES ACT” 
and
IN THE MATTER OF DUGGAN 




IFree Recipe Book—Write The Borden 
Co., Limited, Vancouver..
STO C K W ELL’ S , LT D .
PHONE 324
HARDW ARE AND  
GENERAL MERCHANTS
GET READY
Now, then, stei,' right up on the operating table.”
-—From  the Brooklyn d tln en .
TO: ALL CREDITORS OR PER­
SONS HAVING CLAIMS A- 
GAINST DUGGAN & DAVIES L I­
MITED. IN VOLUNTARY LIQ­
UIDATION:
TAKE NOTICE that the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia by Order 
made the' 30th day of April, A.D. 1924, 
has directed that all creditors of . the 
above-named Company are to prove 
their debts or claims within three 
weeks from the first publication of this 
Notice in the “Kelowna Courier,” and 
that all those failing so to do within 
the said period are to be excluded froht 
the benefit of any distribution made 
before, such debts are proved. ALL 
claims are to be filed with the under­
signed as Liquidator, duly verified by 
Statutory Declaration within the said 
period.




How about those rooms you 
> want to paper ?
We carry a nice* assortment 





Will be pleased to show 
goods and quote prices in any 
quantities.
Erffant Terrible: , "Mrs. Molyneux, Mummy thinks you have had 
your eyebrows plucked. Have you?” - u \
Caller: "E r—yes, child. I t  Is the latest fashion.”
■'•Enfant Terrible: "Then 1 s’pose Mr. Molyneux haa had his nalr
plucked.” — From the Humorist, London.
G  X L .
STUMPING
10 cdse lots $8,00 per case 
1 to 9 cases $8.25 per case 
Spot Cash
F. O. B. MAGAZINE 
Swan Lake
D E T O N A T O R S  an d  
F U S E
VERNON HARDWARE
.. . . Ll MI Tt e U
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PAGE EIGHT
STOKERS MAY WEAR.
CLEAN W H ITE SUITS
Coal Fed By Compressed 
Air Revolutionizes Firing Methods
MB A SUBGESnON ABOUT 
COIN AND PEAS
Have you ever -seen a .coal stoker 
dressi:d III a-'cleau white suit actively 
shovelling coal into yawning iurnacesr 
"What an absurdity!” you exclaim. 
However, industrial science may make 
tlic occupation of the grimy giant 
whose duty it is to furnish coal cver- 
astingly to the boiler lires obsolete and
60RG0NZ0LA
The genuine Italian (Locatclli Mattia^ Gor- 65c
gonzola Cheese; per pound .......... ....................
ROailEFORT--
Real French (Socicte Nouvclle) Roquefort 
Cheese; per pound ...................  ......... ;
85c
Genuine soft Dutch Edam Cheese; 
per pound .................. —.........................
50c
GROYERE ■■■
Swiss Knight G ruyere  Cheese in portions; 
perbbx.'............ :............ ..... .............. -..............-
fiJready in some plants a few white- 
coated attendants iced hundreds of tons 
of coal daily to the roaring fires. For 
them the shovel and other hand instru- 
mchts arc obsolete; they press a switch 
)Utton here or ' there to accomplish 
what formerly took the life energy of 
hundreds of toil-worn stokers.
The huge power building, eventually 
to house turbine units aggregating 25,- 
000 k.w. at the plant of the Ford Mo­
tor Company of Canada, Ltd., Ford 
City, Ontario, is one of Canada s fin­
est installations of such power units. 
It forms a striking coiftrast with the 
steam plants of the past, and if the 
Company so desires, the attendants can 
be clothed in spotless white suits.
Powdered coal handled by compres­
sed air is burned in the furnaces. Not 
only has this system done away yvdh 
much human toil, but it is showing an 
economy surpassing previous records 
in obtaining power units from coal.
O liM R IO -
S ep tem ber g rass  cheese from  lugerso ll, O ntario . 
't'Ua VtoiciA- d is tric t m  C anada. ..Per poundT h e best cheese in P e im
Canadian Kraft Cheese, Canadian Cream Cheese, Canadian 
Pimento Cheese and various Kraft Cheese in tins.
CHEESE TO SUIT EVERYBODY
Quaker Brand Sweet Qorn, each 20 cents
Onjrx B rand  Fancy Sugar Corn, each ................... .. 25 cents
Nabob Brand F an cy  Golden Bantam Corn, each .... 30 cents
Q u a k er  Brand Standard Peas, each . .............. .......... 20 cents
Royal City Brand Early June Peas, each 25 cents
Nabob Brand extra sifted fancy quality Peas, each, 35 cents
The McKenzie Co., Ltd .
PHONE 214
, < .’’W ' ' I ' " 11 . * r
DON’T HESITATE
In entrusting your garments or drapes to the
Empire For Dyeing. tto
If a fabric can be dyed, the "Empire” will dye it. CONSULT US. 
Price List and Information on Request.






(Continued from Page 4)
Plans for a valley festival and bask­
et picnic, to be held at Summerland 
some time in June, are being made by 
the Farmers’ and Women’s Institutes 
of ‘ Summerland. Invitations to this 
gathering are to be sent to all nearby 
points,
an expression of opinion as to the fair­
ness of the Act, their only good chance 
of airing an alleged grievance, had 
been notified that if in future they m 
any way referred to tin; Government 
or any member of it in that manner, 
their licences would be cancelled with­
out further formality. He, Mr. Mait­
land, would put it to the meeting if the 
former Czar of Russia, in all his glory, 
had ever issued a more high handed 
edict. (Laughter apd cheers.)
Mr. Maitland then tackled other old 
planks of the Liberal Party in turn, 
creating much laughter by some of his 
remarks coiiceriiing them and statnig 
that during the past eight years Mr, 
Farris had fooled more people than 
Barnum had ever done during the en­
tire period that he was in the circus 
business. Regarding the P/esynt At- 
torucy-Gcucrali Hon. A. M. Malison, 
the speaker remarked that that gentle­
man had come down south from Prince 
Rupert with the laudablfc intention of 
reforming the Police Commission Of 
Vancouver, but had so come under the 
spell of the “Farris big stick" that the 
Police Commissioners had reformed 
him instead, so that the commission 
still retained all the old personnel.
, A Thirsty Man
Mr. Maitland next caused great a- 
musement to the audience by explain­
ing matters connected with the Work­
ing of the Liquor Control Act, and 
giving the following figures as to the 
amount of liquor (in this ease beer) 
supplied to a single thirsty individual 
under one permit. According to the 
speaker, this man was supplied between
C*_A. iCkOO
Last Friday some of the incinbcrs of 
the Kelowna Golf Club motored to 
Kamloops and the following day play­
ed a series of inatchcs with members of 
the ICamloops Golf Club. The games 
were played in ideal weather over an 
’excellent course and while at i Kam-
DENIED A LICENCE,
SHOW MOVES ELSEW HERE
(Continued from Page 1)
of the buyer’s problem—-how to make his dollars go 
farthest in his purchases of Fertilizer, Spray Mater­
ials, Seeds, Flour, Feed and Poultry Supplies is 
found HERE. Our prices are Rock Bottom and 
quality No. 1. W e have no hesitation in saying that 
your Dollar will go farther if spent with us.
We sell RENNIE’S SEEDS only. All No. 1 Grade—Gov­
ernment tested.
Marquis Seed Wheat $45.00 per ton ; $2.40 per 100 lbs.
Casein Spreader Powder ....... ........ .............-.... 2 lbs. for 50c
Whale Oil Soap....... . 5 lbs. for 75c; 25 lbs. for $3.25
Black Leaf 40 .................. . 2 lbs. for $3.50; 10 lbs. for $13.50
Pure Epsom Salts ...... ............ -........ . .......... — ̂
Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C.
Free City Delivery Phone 67-Ll
then at an end, part bf the outfit was 
stored in town and part of it at Grand
It is customary with all such travell­
ing amusement companies to give their 
equipment’ a thorough overhaul before 
starting out each spring, involving a 
considerable outlay in materials and 
labour, so Mr. Conklin,* the m eager 
of the concern, brought the Grand 
Forks portion of his outfit to Kelowna 
and did his painting and fitting up here, 
incidentally spending upon work, 
terials, transportation and hotel bills 
for his staff the respectable , sum of 
$1,800 in round^gures. from  prelim­
inary enquiries he had made some time 
before, he was given to understand 
that he could obtain a „ civic licence to 
perform here,, although there was no 
holiday or public event of a festive na- 
turfe to which his show would prov^ 
the usual side attraction, but, on 
rival here, he found that many of the 
business men were opposed to ■ the 
grant of a licence to him, on_the 
ground that the town could not afford 
the drain of money entailed, especiaUy 
in view of the financial situation. Mr.
Conklin interviewed some of the Tner- 
chants and demonstrated to them that 
he could not possibly hope to take out 
of the town as mucli as he was speim- 
ing in it on the overhaul of his outfit, 
which work, of course, was 'lo^uffice 
for the entire coming season. He de­
clared he had not come here for the 
sole purpose of giving a performance, 
but in order to assemble and repair ms 
equipment, incidentally taking advan­
tage of the opptortunity to operate the
show. 'Mr. Conklin’s . statements.;, seemed 
reasonable and some of the business 
men had about decided to withdraw 
their opposition to grant bf a licence  ̂
when a new feature developed in the 
circulation by several ladies of a peti­
tion to the City Council, protesting a- 
gainst the issue of a licence to the 
All-Canadian Shows but giving no rea- *•"“ charge of $1. 
sons in writing for the request. Over governmer
two hundred signatures were secured, 
but before the petition^ could be pre­
sented the Council, sitting in commit­
tee, had anticipated it by declining to 
grant the licence. \
While the form of entertainment pro­
vided by the All-Canadian Shows is 
undoubtedly somewhat of a superfluous 
luxury at this time of year, when there 
is no . holiday, Regatta, Fair or other 
public event, a good deal of sympathy 
has been expressed locally for Messrs.
Conklin & Garrett on account of the 
misunderstanding under which thew be­
lieved they could operate here. How 
that misunderstanding came about is 
not clear, but in the belief that they 
would be granted a licence they brought 
performers and attractions here that 
could have gone straight to Kamloops 
and thus saved considerable expense.
They claim that seventy-five per cent 
of their employees are returned sold­
iers, forty per cent of them receiving 
wounds in the Great W^ar which ren­
dered them unfit for harder work than 
they carry out as ^public entertainers.
The show belongs to an organization 
known as the ‘‘Showmen’s Legislative 
Committee,” which imposes rigid rules 
of operation upon its members, com­
prising two hundred of the pfincii^l 
travelling amusement concerns in the 
United States and Canada, and visits 
with suspension or expulsion any prov­
ed to be operating illegal games of 
chance or offering features^ of an in­
decent, immoral or suggestive nature.
March, 1921, and Sept., 1922, i.e., in 
about eighteen months, with no less
than $35,183.50 worth of beer, which 
worked out at approximately $2,UUl| 
worth per month, or three barrels of 
beer per. day. Supposing, said Mr. 
Maitland, this man stayed awake twelve 
hours in the day and slept the other 
twelve, he would consume one bottle 
of beer eyery two mjnutes during wak­
ing hours. This anecdote in connec­
tion with the administration of the 
liquor laws of B. C., the speaker said 
had been given by him at Summerland 
at a public meeting and it was ques­
tionable if it was good policy on his 
part to repeat it, as he had been infor­
med by one of the audience after the 
Summerland gathering that it had made 
people so thirsty that they paid no at­
tention to what he said afterwards.
Liberal “Economjr”
Mr. Maitland next tackled the Lib­
eral plank of “economy in expendi­
tures,” stating the present governmen 
had raised large sums and borrowee 
freely, and he would like any one m 
the audience to explain to him where 
all the money had gone or what b e ^ - 
fits the taxpayers had received. He 
then mentioned the Motor Vehicle Act, 
the Fire Insurance Act, the tax on 
amusements, the immense profits made 
out of the sale of liquor, the Income 
Tax Act, the taxes obtained from race 
tracks' and the administration of the 
Game Act, pointing out that revenue 
came to the provincial government 
from all directions. Regarding the ad- 
ministration of the Game Act, the 
government had no policy whatever 
except that of collecting revenue, anc 
in fact the only policy he could ever 
discover in connection with the gov­
ernment’s taxation activities , was tci 
raise every dollar they possibly coulc 
secure*
Regarding the plank “developmeni 
of natural resources,” Mr. Maitl^c 
asked where were the smelters, ship 
building industries, etc., which were 
promised? The only thing achieved, 
he stated, was the appointment of an 
industrial commissioner, who had made 
large' losses for his department, which 
for every $3 loaned during a recent 
financial year had an overhead opera-
AT ARMS W ITH  MORPHEUS
(Continued from page 5)
cd at ihe as pleasant and ungrudging 
as an idiot. I chewed my pipe and 
gave it to liim hard. .
“I want you to recover yourself and 
get out of my rooms as soon as you 
can,” r said, insultingly. , ‘‘I’ve told 
you what I think of you. I t you have 
any honour or honesty left you will
think twice before you attempt again to
Shesa  poorassociate with gentlemen. -----
girl, isn’t shcf’̂ I  sneered. ‘Somcvvhat 
too plain and unfashionable for us since 
we got our money. Be ashamed to 
walk on Fifth Avenue with her, would 
you not ? ? Hopkins, j^u ’re forty-seven 
times worse than a cad. Who cares for 
your money? I ddn’t. 1 11 bet that 
girl don 't., Perhaps rf you didn t have 
ft you’d be more of a ***»«• As^R ‘S 
you’ve made a cur of yourself, and I
thought that quite dramatic—-“perhaps 
broken a faithful heart.” (Old Tom 
Hopkins breaking a faithful heart!) 
“Let me be rid of you as soon as pos­
sible.” . ' , .
I turned my back on Tom, and wink, 
cd at myself in a mirror. I heard him 
moving, and I turned again quickly. I 
didn’t  want a hundred and ninety-eight 
pounds falling on me from the rear. But 
Tom had only turned partly over, and 
laid one arm across his face. He spoke 
a few words rather more distinctly than 
before.
“I couldn’t have—talked this way— 
to you, Billy, even if I ’d heard people 
—lyin’ ’bout you. But jus’ soon’s I 
can s-stand up— I’ll break your neck— 
don’ fget it.” .
I did feel a little ashamed then.'* 
But it was to save Tom. In the morn­
ing, when I explained it, we would have 
a ^ o d  laugh over it together.
In  about twenty minutes Tom drop­
ped into a sound, easy slumber. I felt
lis pulse, listened to his respiration, and 
let him sleep. Everything was normal, 
and. Tom was safe. I went into the 
other room and tumbled into bed.
I found Tom up and dressed when I 
awoke the next morning. He was en­
tirely himself again with the exception 
of shaky nerves and a tongue like a 
white-oak chip.
“What an idiot I was,” he said, 
thoughtfully. “I remember thinking 
that quinine bottle looked queer while 
I was taking the dose. Have much 
trouble in bnnging me ’round?”
I told him no. His memory seemed 
bad about the entire affair. I con­
cluded that he had no recollection of 
my efforts to keep him awake, and de­
cided not to enlighten him. Son\c 
other time, I thought, when he was 
feeling better, we would have some fun 
over it.
■When Tom was ready to go he s top­
ed, with the door open, an'’ shook my 
band.
“Much obliged, old fellow.” he said, 
quietly, “for taking so much . trouble 
with me—and for what you said. I ’m
froing down now to telegraph to the ittlegirl.”
t
The nt also, the speaker 
saidi had promised “to go ,after_ the big 
interests” and in this connection had 
instituted an enquiry into the monopoly 
in the coal business and, although the 
enquiry made had disclosed that a coal 
combine existed, _ they had taken no 
action whatever in the matter. T hith­
er had the Act been enforced with re­
gard to the “company towns which 
existed at Powell River and other 
points on the Coast. . _ '
Mr. Maitland next referred to the 
visit paid by the ex-Attorney-Generm 
to England to appear in cases pleaded 
before the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council, stating that ^
Act had been passed to ^enable that 
gentleman, while still holding ofhce, 
to draw counsel’s fees, that the frip 
cost the province $12,500 and that the 
legal bill of the English barristers who 
also were employed was not made pu­
blic till after the session of Legisla­
ture. He then touched on the subject 
of heavy fees paid to Liberal lawyers 
and to the alleged charges made for 
the securing of certificates in connec­
tion with the issuing of licences for e ^  
port liquor houses and spoke at length 
on the number of contracts secured 
by the Ryan Construction Company, 
which, he stated, had not been the low­
est tenderer in most instances. Other 
instances of
quoted by Him were, $450,000 for a 
Court House at Prince Rupert, a point 
at which, he stated, court was held by 
a member of the Supreme Court only 
twice a year, and the purchase of the 
“Vancouver World.” He wound up a 
long speech by charging the govern­
ment with having broken all the pro­
mises it had given. to the electorate 
when in opposition and stating 
“the present era of extravagance and
wastes” could not go on for ever. He 
felt certain that the voters of the South 
Okanagan would be true to their duty 
and that they would vote for the fol­
lower of a' leader, who, whatever his 
faults and mistakes might have been, 
had pever broken a political promise. 
(Applause.) Mr. Bowser had the cour­
age of his convictions and if returned 
to office would redeem any pledges he 
made. The next four years would, Mr. 
Maitland considered, give him the best 
opt>ortunity of serving his fellow citi­
zens that any man in ,B, C. had ever 
had. (Cheers.)
After cheers for Mrv Bowser and Mr. 
Jones had been given, the National 
Anthem was sung and the meeting dis­
persed.
Hobpitalfty Of Northern Playipro Is 
Of Same High Standard Aa 
Tlicir Game
oops the vi.siting plavcrs were very 
lospitably entertained, Tbc paffyi 
which included Mr. and Mfs. IJ. B-<«■« _if tfflnty.Everard, returned home on 'Sunday 
The lady players who made t|ic trip, 
Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. Craig and Mrs. 
Cowan, played some friendly games 
with the Kamloops ladies but entered 
into no competitions. Subjoined is 
the score in the incii’s matches
Singles Kamloops
.... 1 Brown 
... 0 Norris 
... 0 Irwin 





According to latest advicco, the fro,<»t 
whfth struck not only'the I.,owcr Ok­
anagan but also Okanogan County, 
Wash., damaged Delicious and Jona­
than to the extent of fifty per cent all 
through the fruit-growing sections im­
mediately south ol B.C,
A * *
Cowichan Lake, one of the most not­
ed hunter’s paradises of Vancouver Is­
land, will soon be brought into easy 
reach from Victoria by the opening ’ 
of the ncwly-constructcd branch bf the 
Canadian National Railway.
• A 4>
Prominent sheep breeders in this 
province arc iucriously considering the 

















Bowes ..........  0
Craig and
Hunt ............  0
Maclarcn and 









P elly ..... .......
0
at Vancouver. It la thought that ow­
ing to the saving of freight that could
he effected and the moisture of the 
Coast climate, an industry could be es­
tablished which could mccf out^dc
coni|jctitiqn on an even footi»g._ Tbp
total wool crop of B. C. approximates 
300,000 pQjintls, sufficient to keep a
two-card , mill in» operation the year 
round.
$ 1 0 .0 0
will" pay the 
Fire Insurance
on the avcif- » 1 , 0 0 0 “  
age house and contents in Kel­
owna FOR THREE YEARS. 
This ia only one-third of one 
per cent per year. It is sureW 
worth while to be on the safe 
side at these rates.
INSURE NOW W ITH
L W. Wilkinson & Co.
EstabUshod 1893
Comer Bernard Avo. and Water St. 
Phono 254
We have some cxcclleilt buys 
in both City and Farm property
The date of the Lumby and District 
Agricultural Society’s Fall Fair has-
been set for September IJth.
BASEBALL promises to be our 
premier sport this season^Kelovv- 
na travels to Salmon Arm for_ their 
first inter-city fixture, May 15th.
And—
We are ready to . ' ,
“Put ’em over’
With a well assorted line of Spald­
ing bats, balls, gloves, shoes, etc.
just received another shipment of a 
dandy English football for the young 
lad—Called the O. K. MIDGET— 
made from genuine cqvvhide, strong- 
Icy sewn, coinplcte with pl&dder )tor 
$1.45 :
Other hand sewn balls from $1.75
• to $12.00.
Headquarters for Sport Goods 
Agents for “MASSEY” Bicycles.
“Where the other tennis players 
deal.”
‘•O.K.” CYCLE & SPCRT STCRE
TED BUSE, Prop.
Phone 347 GLENN BLOCK
D
B
with US doesn’t afford 
much variety — it just 
g_consists of the Grocery 
ig Business. Why should it 
g not? I t ’s our specialty— 
g we like it, we like hand- 
B ling Groceries, and we _ 
g like selling them. W e -  
B sell everything in our ^ 
g line at just a fair margin ^  
g of profit and we endeav- ^ 
g our to do business on ^ 
g business principles. It is ou 
g this foundation that we 
g are building up our busi- ^ 
g ness and that confidence ^ 
g between the purchaser “ 
B and the vendor so essen- ^ 




B Family Grocers Phone 30
g Quality up to a standard 
I —not down to a price.
B  B 19 flU
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Every one of us will spend every possible hour 
out-of-doors; at the golf club, on the tennis 
courts, or in the park with'the children. What­
ever one’s summer activities may be, cool, 
comfortable appsirel will be much in order. It 
is not too soon to choose your summer needs. 
In fact, now is the best time of all, for stocks 
are new, fresh and complete, and moderately 
priced, too.
CJ
S u m m e r  T u b  F r o c k s
\^Every woman with a planned expenditure for summer
^dresses owes it to herself to see these recent arrivals. *l̂ h®y 
sound the keynote of summer dress smartness. The collec­
tion includes voiles, ginghams, linens and hnene of such 
quality that will tub and iron splendidly. Each one has 
some distinguishing mark cleverly 1 applied nv various
charming ways.
Fancy check m arquisette dress. 
Made with round yoke, three 
flounces on skirt, long waist and 
finished with a girdle of mauve 
and peach velvet ribbon. Sleeves 
very prettily trimmed with lace, 
size 18.
Fancy striped crepe dress. Fawn
^vith blue and rose stripe. White 
crepe collar and cuffs. Double 
girdle fastened at side. Size 40.
Fancy grey voile dress for stouts. 
Piped and trimmed with black 
belle sleeve; skirt has double 
pleated panels back and front. 
Size 41.
Very dainty plain voile dress 
in peach. Skirt tucked with one 
inch tucks. Waist shirred. Very 
qretty collar of lace. Size 16 years.
Navy blue flowered voile. White 
 ̂organdy collar, piped with _ flame 
and tie of flame picot ribbon. 
Size 20 years.
Two-toned dresa. W aist plain 
voile in copen; skirt of fancy 
voile with ratine check. Collar 
and sleeves trimmed with fancy 
check. Colored cord ribbon 
makes a dainty tie. Size 16.
D r e s s  G o o d s  I n  S p r i n g ’ s  N e w e s t  
W e a v e s  a n d  S h a d e s
Daily there is some­
thing new and interest­
ing in this department, 
for each day sees some 
new arrivals to aug­
ment always complete 
stocks. One will save 
considera.ble time and 
energy, and money too, 
by selecting their need­
ed fabrics. The follow­
ing groups exemplify 
this to a notable degree.
VOILES in stripes, floral designs, overchecks and stencil effects, in 
wonderful color combinations.
r a t i n e s . Fancy stripes, hemstitched designs, plain heathers and 
oatmeal effects.
GINGHAMS. The famous Washwells, in
erchecks and just the ideal for picnic, morning and bcac^ wear.
DRESS CREPES. All the wanted fancy colorings. Splendid for 
inexpensive afternoon .wear. Also a lovely range fo , 
wear. Prices, 35c, 45c, 60c.
T H O M A S  L A W S O N ,  L T D .
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